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Abstract
The hierarchical design approach for action based systems that is known as action re"nement
has been studied in the literature extensively. In a paper of M. Huhn published in CONCUR
1996 a re"nement operator on a linear time logic is presented that mimics precisely a semantic
action re"nement on synchronisation structures. We present here an alternative approach where
our starting point is a process algebraic setting with a syntactic action re"nement. We present a
re"nement operator on the Modal Mu-calculus that conforms with the process algebraic re"ne-
ment in the following sense: Provided some reasonable conditions are met, the transition system
induced by a process term P satis"es a Modal Mu-Calculus-speci"cation ’ if and only if the
system which is induced by a re"nement of P satis"es a particular re"nement of ’. Alleviat-
ing these conditions, we show that each of the two implications in the equivalence assertion
above can be separately proven valid for a particular fragment of the Modal Mu-calculus. We
demonstrate that the obtained results can indeed be used as a hierarchical veri"cation technique.
As a further application of our results, we explain how they can be employed as an abstraction
technique in order to enhance model checking techniques.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Reactive systems [28] are usually considered to operate continuously while main-
taining an ongoing interaction with the environment. Such systems are often used to
model “critical computer systems” like, for example, air traBc control systems. As
faulty behaviour of such systems might imply catastrophical consequences, proving the
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Fig. 1. Transformations on systems and speci"cations.
correctness of the system with respect to the expected behaviour is inevitable. Once
the system is described by means of a mathematical model M , the task of formal ver-
i"cation amounts to establish a mathematical proof that M meets some speci"cation S
(M ∈Q(S)).
In a series of position papers (see, for example, [15]), it is argued that formal
methods should be applicable also within system design situations that emerge from
practice, like for example a re"nement step or the need to change an actual speci"cation
in order to capture new requirements. The methods discussed above do not in general
"t smoothly into this procedure of hierarchical system development: A change of the
actual speci"cation usually necessitates to carry out the veri"cation from the start again.
It would thus be desirable to exhibit transformations ref and Ref which satisfy the
property induced by the diagram shown in Fig. 1.
This issue has been e.g. addressed in [30,31] where the system is presented as a
synchronisation structure, a variant of event structures, and the speci"cation is given
in a linear time logic. ref means then semantic action re"nement and Ref is presented
as a re"nement operator on the linear logic.
We present here a diGerent framework where a system is modelled by a process term
and ref is understood as syntactic action re"nement (SAR for short). Speci"cations are
given in the Modal Mu-calculus [35] (L for short).
We choose L as speci"cation logic as it is very expressive and many temporal
logics can be uniformly translated into it [18,21]. 1
We prefer to describe systems and their re"nement in terms of process algebra for
two reasons:
• SAR is easily understood and hence accessible to large user groups.
• When the re"nement operates on process terms then we may easily re"ne in"nite
state systems. In contrast to this, many semantic representations, including event
structures, yield in"nite representations of in"nite state systems. To apply semantic
re"nement we have either to manipulate in"nite objects or to construct a "nite rep-
resentation of the system description, perform the re"nement thereon and to decode
the obtained system description.
SAR however complicates the task of veri"cation. 2 Considering a veri"cation setting
based on process algebras and logics, the following problem arises: Knowing that the
1 In fact, every logic over transition systems which does not distinguish bisimular systems and is trans-
latable into the monadic second order logic can be translated into L [33].
2 For example, many behavioural equivalences used for veri"cation [50] are not preserved under SAR.
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system induced by a process term P satis"es a particular formula does not tell us which
formulas are satis"ed by the system induced by the re"ned term P[❀Q].
The main contribution of this paper is a de"nition of SAR for L and the proof,
that the assertion
P |= ’ ⇔ P[❀Q] |= ’[❀ Q] (∗)
holds under reasonable conditions. The SAR-operator is denoted by ·[❀Q] in the
considered process language and logic and P[❀Q], ’[❀Q] are considered to be
hierarchical expressions. 3
P and Q are TCSP-like process terms and ’ is a L-formula.
Re"nements ’[❀Q] thus represent appropriate correspondents to the transforma-
tions Ref of Fig. 1. Model checking techniques for the standard Modal Mu-Calculus
L (see e.g. [6]) can be used in order to decide whether an initial L-speci"cation ’
is satis"ed by an initial process P (that is, to prove or disprove P |=’). Our results can
then be exploited to carry out “hierarchical veri"cation”: The re"ned system P[a❀Q]
is (a priori) correct with respect to the re"ned speci"cation ’[a❀Q].
In Section 2 we introduce a process calculus which contains an operator for SAR.
The concept of SAR for the (in"nitary) Modal Mu-Calculus is de"ned in Section 3.
Section 4 provides the link between those two re"nement concepts, formalized by
Theorem 4.17. In Section 5 we study two special cases of Theorem 4.17. Related
work is discussed in Section 6. A summary of the results is given in Section 7.
In part these results have been presented in [38–41].
2. Hierarchical designs of reactive systems
In this section we "x the process algebraic framework that is used to develop re-
active systems. Let Act := {a; b; : : :} be a "xed countable set of (atomic) actions and
VarAct := {v1; v2; : : :} a "xed countable set of distinguished action variables which will
be used as “place-holders” for process terms in what follows (see De"nition 3.5).
We require Act ∩VarAct = ∅. We let ; ; ; : : : range over the set A :=Act ∪VarAct ,
the elements of which are called (atomic) performances. We let Idf := {x; y; : : :} be a
"xed set of identi"ers. As usual the process expression 0 is used to denote a process
which is unable to perform any atomic performance. Two languages are used to build
up process expressions of the form P[❀Q]. The language R supplies the terms Q
whereas the language R provides the terms P.
Denition 2.1 (The Process Algebras R, , R and ). Let R be the language of
process terms generated by the grammar
Q ::=  | (Q + Q) | (Q;Q) |Q[❀ Q]:
3 In assertion (∗), we identi"ed process terms with their semantics. This convention will be continued
throughout the paper if the context avoids ambiguity.
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Let R be the language of process expressions generated by the grammar
P ::= 0 |  | x | (P + P) | (P;P) | (P‖AP) |fix(x = P) |P[❀ Q];
where ·[❀Q] is the syntactic action re"nement operator, Q∈R and A ⊆ A. Let
;  be the languages of process expressions generated by the grammars for R; R
respectively, without the rule P ::=P[❀Q]. These two languages will subsequently
be used to de"ne logical substitution (see De"nition 3.5).
Intuitively, the operators of the language R can be conceived as follows:
• 0: Denotes a terminated process that cannot execute any performance.
• : Stands for the system that can execute the performance  thereby evolving to the
terminated process.
• x: Is used to evaluate process terms of the form 7x(x=P) (see below). In isolation,
x behaves like the terminated process.
• (P1 + P2): Denotes the system that can nondeterministically execute the subsystem
P1 or the subsystem P2.
• (P1;P2): Stands for the system that can execute the subsystem P1 and, upon success-
ful termination of P1, proceeds to the execution of the subsystem
P2.
• (P1‖AP2): Denotes the system that can execute the subsystems P1 and P2 concur-
rently (by interleaving the performances of P1 and P2). Performances that occur in
the synchronization set A have to be executed synchronously.
• 7x(x=P): Denotes the system that executes the subsystem P recursively.
• P[❀Q]: Stands for the system that replaces the execution of a performance  by
the execution of the subsystem Q every time the subsystem P performs . This
operator allows to hierarchically design reactive systems.
In the presence of the sequential composition operator “;” it is common to use a
special predicate
√
(see, for example, [1]) to evaluate the semantics of the sequen-
tial composition operator “;”. Let
√⊂ be the least set which contains the term 0
and is closed under the rules (E ∈√ and F ∈√)⇒ (E op F)∈√ where op∈{‖A;
+; ; } and (E ∈√)⇒ 7x(x=E)∈√. An occurrence of an identi"er x∈ Idf is called
free in a process expression P ∈R iG it does not occur within a subterm of the
form 7x(x=Q). An occurrence of x is called bound iG it is not
free.
In what follows we only consider R-expressions P in which all identi"ers which
occur free in P are distinct from all identi"ers which occur bound in P. This can easily
be achieved by consistent renaming of bound identi"ers. An identi"er x is guarded in
a term P ∈R iG each free occurrence of x only occurs in subexpressions F where
F lies in a subexpression (E;F) such that E =∈√. A term P ∈R is called guarded
iG in each subexpression 7x(x=Q) of P the identi"er x is guarded in Q. For a
language L⊆R we de"ne the set of guarded R-expressions by GL := {P ∈L |P
is guarded}.
As in [25] we de"ne a function which gives the set of performances of a process
expression.
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Denition 2.2 (Performances of process expressions). Let P; P1; P2 ∈R and Q∈R
be process expressions. The function " : R→ 2A is de"ned by
"(∗) := ∅ where ∗ ∈ {0} ∪ Idf ; "() := {};
"((P1 op P2)) := "(P1) ∪ "(P2) where op ∈ {+; ; ; ‖A};
"( 7x(x = P)) := "(P);
"(P[❀ Q]) :=
{
"(P)\{} ∪ "(Q) if  ∈ "(P);
"(P) else:
The set of synchronization performances of a process expression P ∈R is given by
the following function.
Denition 2.3 (Synchronization performances of process expressions). Let P; P1; P2 ∈
R and Q∈R be process expressions. The function # :R→ 2A is de"ned by
#(∗) := ∅ where ∗ ∈ {0} ∪ Idf ∪A; #( 7x(x = P)) := #(P);
#((P1 op P2)) := #(P1) ∪ #(P2) where op ∈ {+; ; }
#((P1‖AP2)) := #(P1) ∪ #(P2) ∪ A;
#(P[❀ Q]) :=
{
#(P)\{} ∪ "(Q) if  ∈ #(P);
#(P) else:
Let the alphabet of a process expression P∈R be de"ned by alph(P):="(P)∪#(P).
For Q∈R we have alph(Q)= "(Q). Below, we de"ne some important properties of
process expressions which will be employed later when the main result is
proven.
Denition 2.4 (Alphabet-disjointness).
• A process expression P1∈R is called "-disjoint from a process expression P2∈R
iG "(P1)∩ "(P2)= ∅.
• A process expression P1 ∈R is called #"-disjoint from a process expression P2 ∈R
iG #(P1)∩ "(P2)= ∅.
• A process expression P ∈R is called alphabet-disjoint from a process expression
Q∈R iG P is "-disjoint and #"-disjoint from Q, that is, alph(P)∩ alph(Q)= ∅.
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Denition 2.5 (Unique synchronization, distinctness).
• A process expression P∈R is called uniquely synchronized iG for all terms (P1‖AP2)
which occur in P, #(Pi) = ∅ implies A= #(Pi) for i=1; 2. For a language L⊆R
we de"ne the uniquely synchronized fragment of L by
UL := {P ∈ L |P is uniquely synchronized}:
• A process expression Q∈R is called distinct iG for all subexpressions of the form
(Q1;Q2), (Q1+Q2) and Q1[❀Q2] that occur in Q we have that "(Q1)∩ "(Q2)= ∅.
Lemma 2.6. Let P=(P1‖A P2)∈U be a process expression. Then we have that
A= #(P).
Proof. Immediate.
As in [1,25] we interpret action re"nement as syntactic substitution and use a re-
duction function red : R→ which removes all occurrences of re"nement operators
in a process expression (see De"nition 2.11).
Denition 2.7 (Syntactic substitution for ). Let P; P1; P2 ∈ and Q∈ be process
expressions. Syntactic substitution, denoted (P){Q=} is de"ned as follows:
(∗){Q=} := ∗ where ∗ ∈ {0} ∪ Idf ; (){Q=} :=
{
Q if  = 
 otherwise
;
((P1 op P2)){Q=} := ((P1){Q=} op (P2){Q=}) where op ∈ {+; ; };
((P1 ‖A P2)){Q=} :=
{
((P1){Q=} ‖A\{}∪"(Q) (P2){Q=}) if  ∈ A
((P1){Q=} ‖A (P2){Q=}) if  =∈ A
;
(7x(x = P)){Q=} := 7x(x = (P){Q=}):
Remark 2.8. To avoid excessive use of brackets we sometimes use the notation P{Q=}
instead of (P){Q=} if the context avoids ambiguity.
The following remark shows that several nested applications of the substitution
operation can be reduced to only one such application.
Remark 2.9. Let P ∈ and Q1; Q2 ∈ be process expressions and 1; 2 ∈A. Further
let ∗∈ {; ;+}. If 1; 2 =∈ "((Q1 ∗ Q2))∪ alph(P) and 1 = 2 then
(((P){(1 ∗ 2)=}){Q2=2}){Q1=1}=(P){(Q1 ∗ Q2)=}:
The following lemma shows that the set of performances and the set of synchroniza-
tion performances of a term (P){Q=}∈ can be directly calculated from the terms
P; Q and .
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Lemma 2.10. Let P ∈, Q∈ be process expressions and ∈A be a performance.
Then we have
(1) "((P){Q=}) =
{
"(P)\{}∪ "(Q) if  ∈ "(P);
"(P) else:
(2) #((P){Q=}) =
{
#(P)\{} ∪ "(Q) if  ∈ #(P);
#(P) else:
Proof. By induction on the structure P ∈.
Denition 2.11 (Reduction function for R). Let P; P1; P2 ∈R and Q∈R be
process expressions. The reduction function (for process expressions) red :R→ is
de"ned as follows:
red(∗) := ∗ for ∗ ∈ {0} ∪ Idf ∪A; red( 7x(x = P)) := 7x(x = red(P));
red((P1 op P2)) := (red(P1) op red(P2)) where op ∈ {+; ; ; ‖A};
red(P[❀ Q]) := (red(P)){red(Q)=}:
We illustrate the reduction function by the following example.
Example 2.12. Consider the process expression P=((; )‖{})[❀ (1 +2)]. Then
we have that red(P)= (((1 + 2); )‖{1 ;2}(1 + 2)).
Remark 2.13 states that one application of the reduction function is suBcient to
remove all re"nement operators occurring in a process expression.
Remark 2.13. Let P ∈R and Q∈R be process expressions. Then we have that
red(P[❀Q])= red(red(P)[❀Q]).
The following lemma states that the set of performances and the set of synchro-
nization performances of process expressions are invariant under the application of the
reduction function.
Lemma 2.14. Let P ∈R be a process expression. Then we have
(1) "(P)= "(red(P)),
(2) #(P)= #(red(P)).
Proof. By induction on the structure of P ∈R using Lemma 2.10.
Lemma 2.15. Let P ∈, Q1; Q2 ∈R be process expressions and 1; 2 ∈A such that
1 = 2. Further let ∗∈ {; ;+}. If 1; 2 =∈ alph(P)∪ "((Q1 ∗ Q2)) then
red(((P[❀(1 ∗ 2)])[2❀Q2])[1❀Q1])= red(P[❀ (Q1 ∗ Q2)]):
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Proof. Follows from Remarks 2.9 and 2.13.
The next lemma shows how the reduction function distributes over the parallel com-
position operator.
Lemma 2.16. Let P1; P2 ∈R and Q∈R be process expressions.
(1) If  =∈A then red((P1 ‖A P2)[❀Q])= (red(P1[❀Q]) ‖A red(P2[❀Q]))
(2) If ∈A then
red((P1 ‖A P2)[❀Q])= (red(P1[❀Q]) ‖A\{}∪ "(Q) red(P2[❀Q])):
Proof. Follows from De"nitions 2.7, 2.11 and Lemma 2.14.
The operational semantics of the language  is de"ned as follows (see also [46]).
Denition 2.17 (Operational semantics for ). Let P;Q∈ be process expressions.
P[Q=x] denotes the process term where each free occurrence of x in P is substituted
by Q.
 → 0
;
P →P′
(P + Q) →P′
;
Q →Q′
(P + Q) →Q′
;
Q →Q′
(P;Q) →Q′
if P ∈ √; P
→P′
(P;Q) →(P′;Q)
;
P →P′
(P‖AQ) →(P′‖AQ)
if  =∈ A; Q
→Q′
(P‖AQ) →(P‖AQ′)
if  =∈ A;
P[ 7x(x=P)=x] →Q
7x(x=P) →Q
;
P →P′ Q →Q′
(P‖AQ) →(P′‖AQ′)
if  ∈ A:
A process expression P determines a labelled transition system with termination, that
is, a tuple T(P)= (P; ;A;→;√) where P ∈ is the initial state and → ⊆×A×
is the set of transitions, derived from the operational semantics.
√
is the set of termi-
nated states as de"ned before.
Operational semantics for R: To supply semantics for terms P ∈R we de"ne
T(P) :=T(red(P)). This expresses the philosophy that the behaviour of the process
P is considered to be identical to that of the process red(P) (see also [1]). Intuitively
this is justi"ed by the observation that information about  is distributed over several
levels of abstraction in the term P[❀Q], that is, it can be considered as a ‘coded’
version of the term red(P[❀Q]) where the diGerent abstraction levels have been
collapsed. In what follows we sometimes identify the term P with the transition system
T(P) if the context avoids ambiguity.
Remark 2.18. The absence of the parallel composition operator in terms Q∈R is no
severe restriction. For any "nite state system it is possible to replace ‖A by appropriate
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combinations of sequential composition and binary choice operators without changing
the semantics (up to strong bisimulation equivalence [43]). The exclusion of the empty
process term 0 from the language R means that we disallow ‘forgetful re"nement’. 4
As the re"nement of a (terminating) action by some in"nite behaviour violates the
intuition [26], no expression of the form 7x(x=P) is allowed to occur in a term
Q∈R.
Denition 2.19 (see [3]). Let P; A1; : : : ; An ∈ and x1; : : : ; xn ∈ Idf be pairwise distinct
identi"ers. The -term P[A1=x1; : : : ; An=xn] arises from P by substituting each free oc-
currence of the identi"ers x1; : : : ; xn in P simultaneously by the terms A1; : : : ; An.
Some elementary properties of the reduction function which allow us to relate the
behaviour of P and red(P[❀Q]) are necessary for the proof of the main theo-
rem. In turn, the proofs of those properties make use of Lemma 2.20 which estab-
lishes a connection between behavioural properties of guarded processes P ∈G and
P[A1=x1; : : : ; An=xn].
Lemma 2.20 (see [3]). Let P; A1; : : : ; An ∈G and let x1; : : : ; xn ∈ Idf be pairwise dis-
tinct identi7ers which are guarded in P. Then we have:
If P[A1=x1; : : : ; An=xn]
→Q, then there exists P′ ∈G with
1. P →P′ and
2. P′[A1=x1; : : : ; An=xn] =Q.
Proof. The proof of [3] is easily adapted to the language G.
Some elementary properties of the function red are summarized in the following
which allow us to relate the behaviour of P and red(P[❀Q]). The proofs of Lem-
mas 2.23, 2.25, 2.26 and 2.27 stated below make use of Lemma 2.20. Lemma 2.21
states that re"nements behave well in the sense that they neither remove a process
expression from the set
√
of terminated processes nor introduce a reduced process
expression to it while Lemma 2.22 states that we can "rst substitute the term E for
every variable x in P and then re"ne the resulting expression instead of substituting
the re"ned term E for every x in the re"ned term P.
Lemma 2.21. Let P ∈ and Q∈R. Then P ∈√ i: red(P[❀Q])∈√.
Proof. Immediate.
Lemma 2.22. Let P; E ∈, Q∈R and x∈ Idf . Then
red(P[❀Q])[red(E[❀Q])=x] = red((P[E=x])[❀Q]):
4 Such re"nements cannot be explained by a change in the level of abstraction [57] and are usually
avoided.
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Proof. By induction on the structure of P ∈.
Lemma 2.23. Let P ∈G and Q∈R be process expressions. Then we have
(1) If  =  and  =∈ "(Q) then, for all P′ ∈G, we have P →P′ ⇒ red(P[❀Q]) →
red(P′[❀Q]).
(2) If  =∈ "(Q) then, for all P′ ∈G,
red(P[❀ Q])
→P′ ⇒ ∃P′′(P →P′′ and red(P′′[❀ Q]) = P′):
(3) If P ∈UG and  =  and (∈ #(P) ∧  =∈ #(P)) ⇒ ( =∈ "(Q)) then, for all
P′ ∈UG,
P
→ P′ ⇒ red(P[❀ Q]) → red(P′[❀ Q]):
Proof. See Appendix A.1.
The condition, that the considered expressions P ∈G are uniquely synchronized
is crucial for the prove of assertion (3) in Lemma 2.23. Intuitively, the eGect of
this condition is the following: Consider a term P=(P1‖A1 P2) where P1 = (Q1‖A2Q2),
Pi; Qi ∈GO and Ai⊆A for i=1; 2. Then a modi"cation of the synchronization set A2
might destroy synchronizations between processes that are induced by the terms Q1
and P2, i.e. terms which are resided on diGerent syntactic levels (with respect to the
nesting depth of parallel composition operators):
Example 2.24. Let P=(P1‖A1P2) where P1 = (Q1‖A2Q2) and Q1 = , Q2 = , P2 = ,
A1 = {} and A2 = {}. We have  =∈A1 whence the condition (∈A1 ∧  =∈A1)⇒  =∈
"(Q) would be satis"ed for any Q∈R. But we have red(P[❀ ])

→. Note that P
is not uniquely synchronized. In this example, the condition of unique synchronization
for P would enforce either A1 =A2 = ∅ or A1 =A2 = {; ; : : :}. In the former case we
would have red(P[❀ ])
→ whereas in the latter we would have P

→ validating
assertion (3) of Lemma 2.23.
Lemma 2.25. Let P ∈G be a process expression. Then we have
(1) If  =∈ #(P) then, for all P′ ∈G, we have
P → P′ ⇒ red(P[❀ ]) → red(P′[❀ ]):
(2) If  =∈ alph(P) then, for all P′ ∈G, we have
red(P[❀ ])
→P′ ⇒ ∃P′′(P →P′′ and red(P′′[❀ ]) = P′):
(3) If P ∈UG then, for all P′ ∈UG, we have
∀ ∈ #(P)(P → P′ ⇒ red(P[❀ ]) → red(P′[❀ ])):
Proof. See Appendix A.2.
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Lemma 2.26. Let P ∈G be a process expression and 1; 2 ∈A such that 1 = 2.
If 1; 2 =∈ alph(P) then, for all P′ ∈G, we have
(1) P → P′ ⇒ ∃P′′(red(P[❀ (1; 2)]) 1→P′′ 2→ red(P′[❀ (1; 2)]).
(2) ∀P′′ ∈G(red(P[❀ (1; 2)]) 1→P′ 2→P′′⇒
∃P˜(P → P˜ and red(P˜[❀(1; 2)])=P′′)).
Proof. Induction on the structure of P ∈G.
Lemma 2.27. Let P ∈G and 1; 2 ∈A such that 1 = 2. If 1; 2 =∈ alph(P) then,
for all P′ ∈G, we have
(1) P →P′ ⇒ ∀i∈{1; 2}(red(P[❀ (1 + 2)]) i→ red(P′[❀ (1 + 2)]))
(2) ∃i∈{1; 2}(red(P[❀(1+2)]) i→P′⇒∃P˜(P → P˜ and red(P˜[❀(1+2]))=P′)).
Proof. By induction on the structure of P ∈G.
3. Hierarchical specications of properties
The Modal Mu-Calculus L, as developed by [35], is a particularly expressive
branching time temporal logic as most of the logics commonly used to reason about
reactive systems can be translated into it [21,18]. In fact, every logic over transi-
tion systems which does not distinguish bisimular systems and is translatable into the
monadic second order logic MSOL can be translated into L [33]. The Modal Mu-
Calculus L is thus often considered as a generic “assembly” logic [10,7,15,19,12].
In [44,45,20] it was shown, that when interpreted on in"nite trees L is equally ex-
pressive as nondeterministic !-automata on in"nite trees and hence as powerful as
MSOL on those structures. With regard to model checking, L is one of the primar-
ily considered logics (extensive literature on L-model checking can be found in [58])
L was applied in the "eld of automated program synthesis: L is used in [34,36] to
synthesize reactive systems. Further, L has found application in the "eld of arti"cial
intelligence [24].
In addition to the Modal mu-calculus we make use of the approximative Modal
Mu-calculus when we substitute a "xed point operator formula by an equivalent
formula of the approximative calculus.
Denition 3.1 (Modal Mu-Calculi). The (negation free form of the) Modal Mu-
Calculus [35] L is generated by the grammar
’ ::=  |⊥ |Z | (’1 ∨ ’2) | (’1 ∧ ’2) | []’ | 〈〉’ | *Z:’ | Z:’;
where  ranges over the set A and Z ranges over a "xed set Var of variables.
Let On be the class of ordinals ranged over by +; ,; -; I . The approximative Modal
Mu-Calculus App [35] is the language generated by the grammar
’ ::=  |⊥ |Z | ∨
,∈I
’, |
∧
,∈I
’, | []’ | 〈〉’ | *-Z:’ | -Z:’;
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where ,; -; I ∈On. For I = {1; 2} we let ∨,∈I ’, := (’1∨’2) and ∧,∈I ’, := (’1∧’2).
Let LApp be the language generated by the grammar which consists of all clauses
that are used in the grammars of the languages L and App.
As an aside, please note that for -; I ∈On we have that -∈ I ⇔ -¡I .
The modal operators of LApp can be conceived as follows: A LApp-formula of
the form []’ is satis"ed by a process P which, by committing any -transition, must
evolve to a process P′ which satis"es ’. Dually, A LApp-formula of the form 〈〉’
is satis"ed by a process P that is able to commit an -transition thereby evolving to
a process P′ which satis"es ’. The (very rough) intuition behind a maximum "xed
point operator formula ’= *Z:’′ is, that a process satis"es ’ if it always satis"es ’′,
regardless of the transitions P might execute. Dually, a process P satis"es a minimum
"xed point operator formula Z:’′ if P eventually reaches a state where ’′ holds. The
properties denoted by formulas of the form *-Z:’′ (dually -Z:’′) can be thought of
as “approximations” of the property denoted by the formula *Z:’′ (Z:’′ respectively).
We now introduce an operator for syntactic action re"nement to the logic LApp.
Denition 3.2 (Action re"nement for Modal Mu-Calculi). Let RL (RLApp) be the
language generated by the grammar for L (LApp) augmented with the rule ’ ::=
’[❀Q] where Q∈R.
We let 0 range over the set {; *}. A (approximation) "xed point formula has the
form 0Z:’ (0-Z:’ respectively.) in which 0Z binds free occurrences of Z in ’. A
variable Z is called free iG it is not bound. A RLApp-formula ’ is called closed iG
every variable Z which occurs in ’ is bound. A RLApp-formula ’ is called guarded
iG every occurrence of a variable Z in ’ lies in the scope of a modality [] or 〈〉. For
L⊆ LApp, we let CGL := {’∈ LApp|’ is closed and guarded}. Below, we de"ne a
function which yields the set of performances that occur in a RLApp-formula.
Denition 3.3 (Performance-sets of formulas). The function " : RLApp→ 2A is de-
"ned as follows:
"(∗) := ∅ if ∗ ∈ {;⊥} ∪ Var; "(⊗’,) :=
⋃
,∈I
"(’,) if ⊗ ∈
{∨
,∈I
;
∧
,∈I
}
;
"([]’) := {} ∪ "(’) "(〈〉’) := {} ∪ "(’);
"(0Z:’) := "(’) "(0-Z:’) := "(’);
"(’[❀ Q]) :=
{
"(’)\{} ∪ "(Q) if  ∈ "(’);
"(’) else:
Denition 3.4 (Alphabet-disjointness of formulas from process terms). A formula ’∈
RLApp is called alphabet-disjoint from a process expression P∈R iG "(’)∩
alph(P)= ∅.
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We can now introduce the concept of logical substitution on which the reduction
function for RLApp-formulas (De"nition 3.13) will be based.
Denition 3.5 (Logical substitution for LApp). Let Q;Q1; Q2 ∈ and 1; ’; ’- ∈
LApp (-∈On). The operation of logical substitution, (1){❀Q} is de"ned as
follows:
(∗){❀ Q} := ∗ if ∗ ∈ {;⊥} ∪ Var
(⊗’,){❀ Q} := ⊗(’,){❀ Q} if ⊗ ∈ {
∧
,∈I ;
∨
,∈I};
(’){❀ Q} := (’){❀ Q} if  = ;
(’){❀Q}
:=


(’){❀ Q} if Q = ;
(((’){❀ Q}){❀ Q1}
∧(2(’){❀ Q}){2❀ Q2}) if Q = (Q1 + Q2);
((2(’){❀ Q}){2❀ Q2}){❀ Q1} if Q = (Q1;Q2);
(0-Z:’){❀Q} := 0-Z:(’){❀Q};
(0Z:’){❀Q} := 0Z:(’){❀Q};
where in each clause 3 means throughout either 〈3〉 or [3] for all 3∈A. We require
that ; 2∈VarAct are fresh action variables, that is,  = 2 and ; 2 =∈ "((’){❀Q}) and
 =∈ "((2(’){❀Q}){2❀Q2}).
When applied to a formula ’, the operation of logical substitution ·{❀Q} replaces
each occurrence of the action  in ’ by the logical structure exhibited by the term Q:
As a term Q=(Q1 + Q2) can execute actions from both components Q1 and Q2, the
binary choice operator + is modelled by conjunction. A term Q=(Q1;Q2) is logically
modelled by appropriate nested sequences of modalities that also reQect the branching
information contained in the term Q.
Example 3.6. Let Q1 = (; ( + 2)) and Q2 = ((; ) + (; 2)) be process terms and
1= 〈〉 be a formula. Then (1){❀Q1}= 〈〉(〈〉∧〈2〉) whereas (1){❀Q2}=
(〈〉〈〉 ∧ 〈〉〈2〉).
Example 3.7. Let ’= Z:[](〈〉Z ∨ []⊥) and Q=(2 + "). Then (’){❀Q}=
Z:([2](〈〉Z ∨ ([2]⊥ ∧ ["]⊥)) ∧ ["](〈〉Z ∨ ([2]⊥ ∧ ["]⊥))).
Remark 3.8. To avoid excessive use of brackets we sometimes use the notation
’{❀Q} instead of (’){❀Q} if the context avoids ambiguity.
In the case of ([]’){❀Q} and (〈〉’){❀Q} the right-hand side of De"ni-
tion 3.5 involves {❀Q} as well as terms of the type []’ respectively. 〈〉’.
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Hence we must prove that the operation of logical substitution is always de"ned.
For this purpose we introduce the following notation. The length | · | : LApp→On
of formulas is given by | ∗ | := 1 where ∗∈ {⊥;}∪Var, |⊗’,| := sup,∈I (|’,|) + 1
where
⊗ ∈ {∨,∈I ;∧,∈I}, |’| := |’| + 1 where  ∈{[]; 〈〉}, |0Z:’| := |’| + 1
and |0-Z:’| := |’|+ 1.
Example 3.9. Let ’= 0-Z:[]Z . Then |’|=3 for all -∈On.
The length | · | : →N of process expressions is given by || := 1 and |(Q1 op Q2)|
:= 1 + |Q1| + |Q2| where op∈{; ;+}. The relation ≺ ⊆ ( × LApp)2 is de"ned by
(Q1;  ) ≺ (Q2; ’) iG |Q1|¡|Q2| or (|Q1|= |Q2| and | |¡|’|). By using the relation
≺ on the set ( × LApp)2 the eGect of decreasing the complexity (length) of Q by
the application of the substitution operator (’){❀Q} is stronger than the eGect of
reducing the complexity of ’. The following result shows that the operation of logical
substitution is always de"ned.
Lemma 3.10. Let ’∈ LApp be a formula and Q∈ be a process expression. Then
(’){❀Q}∈ LApp for any ∈A.
Proof. By well-founded induction on the relation ≺. We only show the case where
’= []’′ and Q=(Q1 + Q2). Let ; 2∈VarAct be as required in De"nition 3.5.
By De"nition 3.5 we have
(’){❀ Q} = (([](’′){❀ Q}){❀ Q1} ∧ ([2](’′){❀ Q}){2❀ Q2}):
(∗)
Clearly |’′|¡|[]’′| whence (Q;’′) ≺ (Q; []’′), hence (’′){ ❀ Q})= ’ˆ∈ LApp.
Hence []’ˆ ∈ LApp. As (Q1; []’ˆ) ≺ (Q; []’′) since |Q1|¡|Q| we obtain ([]’ˆ){❀
Q1}= ’ˆ1 ∈ LApp. A similar argument provides ([2]’ˆ){2❀Q2}= ’ˆ2 ∈ LApp for the
second conjunct of (1). Hence (’ˆ1 ∧ ’ˆ2)∈ LApp.
Lemma 3.11. Let ’∈ LApp, Q∈ and ∈A. Then we have
"((’){❀ Q}) :=
{
"(’)\{} ∪ "(Q) if  ∈ "(’);
"(’) else:
Proof. By well-founded induction on the relation ≺.
The following lemma can be seen as the counterpart of Remark 2.9 for the logical
framework.
Lemma 3.12. Let Q1; Q2 ∈ be process expressions and ’∈ LApp be a formula.
Let 1; 2 ∈A such that 1 = 2 and ∗∈ {+; ; }. If 1; 2 =∈ "((Q1 ∗ Q2))∪ "(’) then
((’){❀ (1 ∗ 2)})({2❀Q2}){1❀Q1}=(’){❀ (Q1 ∗ Q2)}.
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Proof. By induction on the structure of ’∈ LApp.
We now come to the de"nition of the logical reduction function.
Denition 3.13 (Logical reduction function for RLApp). Let Q∈R be a process
expression and ’∈RLApp be a formula. We de"ne the logical reduction function
Red : RLApp→ LApp as follows:
Red(∗) := ∗ if ∗ ∈ {;⊥} ∪ Var Red(’[❀ Q]) := (Red(’)){❀ red(Q)}
Red (
⊗
’,) :=
⊗
Red(’,) if
⊗ ∈ {∧
,∈I
;
∨
,∈I
}
Red([]’) := []Red(’); Red(〈〉’) := 〈〉Red(’)
Red(0-Z:’) := 0-Z:Red(’) Red(0Z:’) := 0Z:Red(’):
Some elementary properties of the logical reduction function Red are given below.
Remark 3.14 states that one application of the reduction function is enough to remove
all re"nement operators occurring in a formula. It can be conceived as the counterpart
of Remark 2.13 for the logical framework.
Remark 3.14. Let Q∈R be a process expression and ’∈RLApp be a formula. Then
Red(’[❀Q])=Red(Red(’)[❀Q]).
The proof follows immediately from De"nitions 3.5 and 3.13.
Lemma 3.15 states that the result of the reduction of certain formulas with nested
re"nements is equal to the result of the reduction of a certain formula without these
nested re"nements. It is the counterpart of Lemma 2.15.
Lemma 3.15. Let Q1; Q2 ∈R be process expressions, ’∈RLApp be a formula and
∗∈ {; ;+}. If 1; 2 ∈A such that 1 = 2 and 1; 2 =∈ "(’)∪ "(red(Q1 ∗ Q2)) then
Red(((’[❀ (1 ∗ 2)])[2❀Q2])[1❀Q1])=Red(’[❀ (Q1 ∗ Q2)]).
Proof. Follows by Lemma 3.12 and Remark 3.14.
The following lemma states that the logical reduction function Red is always de"ned.
Lemma 3.16. Let ’∈RLApp be a formula. Then Red(’)∈ LApp.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of ’ using Lemma 3.10.
The next lemma shows that the set of performances of a formula ’∈RLApp re-
mains unchanged under the application of the reduction function.
Lemma 3.17. Let ’∈RLApp be a formula. Then we have "(’)= "(Red(’)).
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Proof. By induction on the structure of ’∈RLApp using Lemma 2.14 and
Lemma 3.11.
Denition 3.18. Let ’;  1; : : : ;  n ∈ LApp and Z1; : : : ; Zn ∈Var be pairwise distinct
variables. The LApp-formula ’[ 1=Z1] : : : [ n=Zn] arises from ’ by substituting each
free occurrence of the variables Z1; : : : ; Zn in ’ simultaneously by the formulas
 1; : : : ;  n.
The next lemma shows that the application of substitution and reduction can be
permuted in an appropriate way.
Lemma 3.19. Let ’;  ∈ LApp, Q∈R and Z ∈Var. Then
Red(’[❀ Q])[Red( [❀ Q])=Z] = Red((’[ =Z])[❀ Q]):
Proof. Immediate.
We now de"ne an “interpretation function” which maps L-formulas to App-
formulas. This function will later be use to “transfer” results concerned with the logic
App to the logic L.
Denition 3.20. Let !1 ∈On be the "rst uncountable ordinal (that is, the least ordinal
with cardinality ℵ1). The interpretation function I : L→App is de"ned by
I(∗) := ∗ for ∗ ∈ {⊥;} ∪ Var;
I((’1 ! ’2)) := (I(’1)!I(’2)) for ! ∈ {∧;∨};
I([]’) := []I(’); I(〈〉’) := 〈〉I(’); I(0Z:’) := 0!1Z:I(’)
According to the last rule of the de"nition of I, a "xed point formula ’= 0Z:’′ is
interpreted in App by its !1-fold approximation. As we will see later, this approxima-
tion constitutes a formula that is equivalent to ’.
The lemma below shows that the interpretation and the reduction of a L-formula
can be permuted.
Lemma 3.21. Let ’∈ L be a formula and Q∈ be a process expression. Then we
have that Red(I(’)[❀Q])=I(Red(’[❀Q])).
Proof. See Appendix A.3.
We extend the satisfaction relation of the Modal Mu-Calculus (see, for example,
[35,54]) in order to handle (logical) action re"nement operators:
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————————————————————————
P |=# 0Z:’ iG P |=#⊥
P |=# ,+1Z:’ iG P |=# ’[,Z:’=Z]
P |=# ,Z:’ iG P |=#
∨
-∈, 
-Z:’ for any limit ordinal ,.
P |=# *0Z:’ iG P |=#
P |=# *,+1Z:’ iG P |=# ’[*,Z:’=Z]
P |=# *,Z:’ iG P |=#
∧
-∈, *
-Z:’ for any limit ordinal ,.
————————————————————————-
Fig. 2. Semantics of approximation "xed point formulas
Denition 3.22 (Satisfaction of RLApp-formulas). Let P∈R, Q∈R, ’;  ∈RLApp
and Z ∈Var. Let # : Var→ 2R be a valuation function: 5
P |=# ; P |=# ⊥; P |=# Z iG P ∈#(Z);
P |=#
∧
-∈I ’- iG P |=# ’- for all -∈ I;
P |=#
∨
-∈I ’- iG P |=# ’- for some - ∈ I;
P |=# []’ iG P ∈ {E ∈ R|∀E′ ∈ R(E → E′ ⇒ E′ |=# ’)};
P |=# 〈〉’ iG P ∈ {E ∈ R|∃E′ ∈ R(E → E′ and E′ |=# ’)};
P |=# Z:’ iG P ∈
⋂{E ⊆ R|{E ∈ R|E |=#[E=Z] ’} ⊆ E};
P |=# *Z:’ iG P ∈
⋃{E ⊆ R|E ⊆ {E ∈ R|E |=#[E=Z] ’}};
P |=# ’[❀ Q] iG P |=# Red(’[❀ Q]):
The semantics of approximation "xed point formulas is given by “syntactic unrolling”
according to Fig. 2 (see, for example, [35,54]).
It is now possible to capture satisfaction of a "xed point formula by means of
approximation "xed point formulas.
Remark 3.23 (See, for example, [35,54]).
(1) P |=# Z:’ iG P |=# ,Z:’ for some ,∈On,
(2) P |=# *Z:’ iG P |=# *,Z:’ for all ,∈On.
We say P satis7es ’ (with respect to #) iG P |=# ’. For a closed RLApp-formula
’ we simply write P |=’. Minimum- and maximum "xed points always exist by the
results of [56].
Example 3.24. Let 1= *Z:([a]⊥∧ [b]Z) and  = Z:(〈a〉∨ 〈b〉Z). Then 1 intuitively
expresses the safety property ‘there is no a-action executable on any b-path’ and  
5 The customary updating notation is used: #[E=Z] is the valuation #′ which agrees with # on all variables
Z ∈Var except Z , and #′(Z)=E.
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expresses the liveness property ‘there exists a b-path after which the action a can
eventually be executed’ (see also [54]).
Example 3.25. Let P1 = 7x(x=((‖∅); x)), P2 = 7x(y=(((; ) + (; ));y)), ’=
*Z:(〈〉〈〉Z ∧ 〈〉〈〉Z), Q := [❀ (1; 2)]. Pi |=’ and Pi[❀Q] |=’[❀Q] for
i=1; 2 (to see this note that ’[❀Q] is logically equivalent to the formula *Z:(〈1〉
〈2〉〈〉Z ∧ 〈〉〈1〉〈2〉Z)). In addition P1[❀Q] satis"es 〈1〉〈〉〈1〉 which is not
satis"ed by P2[❀Q].
4. Hierarchical verication of reactive systems
In this section we present the relation between syntactic action re"nement in the
process algebra and syntactic action re"nement in the logic. In particular Theorem 4.17
states under what conditions P |=’⇔P[❀Q] |=’[❀Q] holds. It should be noted
that the conditions of distinctness and alphabet-disjointness that occur in this theorem
and the other theorems of this section can be met by renaming the performances of
Q in an appropriate way. E.g. consider that P and Q fail to be alphabet-disjoint, as
they share the action a. We rename the occurrences of a in Q by a′. This renaming is
consistent with the usual approach to action re"nement since a performance  which is
to be re"ned in the term P[❀Q] is the abstraction of the term Q whence it should
not be considered equal to any performance which occurs in Q itself thereby supporting
the separation of diGerent levels of abstraction [25].
Denition 4.1. For a "xed point formula ’= 0Z:’′ ∈ LApp, the closure ordinal of ’
(relative to a valuation function #) is the least ordinal -∈On such that
{P ∈ R |P |=# 0-Z:’′} = {P ∈ R |P |=# 0-+1Z:’′}:
Let cl#(’) denote the closure ordinal of ’ (relative to #). If ’ is closed we simply
write cl(’).
For ’∈ LApp, let ‖’‖# denote the set {P ∈R |P |=# ’}.
Lemma 4.2. Let # be a valuation function and let ’= 0Z:’′ ∈ LApp. Then
• ‖’‖# = ‖0cl#(’)Z:’′‖#,
• ‖0cl#(’)Z:’′‖# = ‖0-Z:’′‖# for each -¿cl#(’),
• cl#(’)6!1.
Proof. The "rst two assertions follow directly from De"nition 4.1 and the fact that any
formula ’∈ LApp determines a monotonic function E "→ ‖’‖#[E=Z], E⊆R. The third
assertion is a consequence of the facts that cl#(’)6|R| for any valuation function #
(see, e.g., [9, p. 20] or [52, p. 530]) and that R is a countable set of processes.
The lemma above can be used in order construct for each Modal Mu-Calculus
formula ’∈ L an approximative Modal Mu-Calculus formula  ∈App such that
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‖’‖# = ‖ ‖#. These constructions can be achieved via the interpretation function of
De"nition 3.20.
Lemma 4.3. Let ’∈ L. Then ‖’‖# = ‖I(’)‖#.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of ’∈ L. The interesting cases are
where ’ is a "xed point formula. We only show the case ’= Z:’′: We have
P |=# Z:’′;
iG P ∈⋂{E ⊆ R|{E ∈ R|E |=#[E=Z] ’′} ⊆ E};
iG P ∈ ⋂{E ⊆ R|{E ∈ R|E |=#[E=Z] I(’′)} ⊆ E} (by induction);
iG P |=# Z:I(’′);
iG P |=# !1Z:I(’′) (by Lemma 4:2);
iG P |=# I(Z:’′):
Remark 4.4. Consider De"nition 3.20: We used the "rst uncountable ordinal !1 to
formulate the transformation I. If we considered only "nite state transition systems,
we could replace !1 with the "rst trans"nite ordinal !0. For "nite state systems,
Lemma 4.3 would then still be valid.
Denition 4.5. The depth of a formula ’∈ LApp (relative to a valuation function #)
is given by the function d# : LApp→On de"ned as follows:
d#(∗) := 0 where ∗∈ {;⊥}∪Var,
d# (
⊗
’,) := sup,∈I (d#(’,)) + 1 where
⊗ ∈ {∨,∈I ;∧,∈I},
d#(’) :=d#(’) + 1 where  ∈{〈〉; []},
d#(00Z:’) := 0,
d#(0-+1Z:’) :=d#(’[0-Z:’=Z]),
d#(0-Z:’) := sup,∈-(d#(0
,Z:’)) + 1 where - is a limit ordinal,
d#(0Z:’) :=d#(0-Z:’) + 1 where -= cl#(0Z:’).
For closed formulas ’ we simply write d(’).
Example 4.6. Let ’= *2Z :([]⊥ ∧ 〈〉Z). Then
d(’)=d(([]⊥ ∧ 〈〉([]⊥ ∧ 〈〉(*0Z:([]⊥ ∧ 〈〉Z)))))= 4:
The transitive and non-reQexive relation ≺d# ⊆ (× LApp)2 is de"ned by (Q1;  )
≺d# (Q2; ’) iG |Q1|¡|Q2| or (|Q1|= |Q2| and d#( )¡d#(’)).
Lemma 4.7. Let ’= 0-1+1Z1:0-2+1Z2: : : : 0-n+1Zn: (n¿1) be a CGLApp-formula.
Consider the formula 1=  [11=Z1] : : : [1n=Zn] where, for 16i¡n, the formulas 1i
are de7ned by
11 := 0-1Z1:0-2+1Z2: : : : 0-n+1Zn: ;
1i+1 := 0-i+1Zi+1:0-i+2+1: : : : 0-n+1Zn: [11=Z1] : : : [1i=Zi]:
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Then for all P ∈R we have that
(1) P |=’ i: P |=1,
(2) For any Q∈ we have that P |=Red(’[❀Q]) i: P |=Red(1[❀Q]),
(3) d(’)=d(1).
Proof. See Appendix A.4.
The following two “expansion lemmata” formalize the possibility to re"ne perfor-
mances of process expressions and formulas by simple process expressions, composed
of two performances, without aGecting the satisfaction relation. In the proofs of the
following two lemmata and Theorem 4.13, the guardedness and closedness conditions
will allow to reduce the induction steps for (approximation) "xed point formulas to
previous induction steps.
Lemma 4.8 (Expansion lemma for ‘;’). Let P ∈G and let ’∈CGApp be a formula
and 1; 2 ∈A such that 1 = 2 and 1; 2 =∈ alph(P)∪ "(’). Then P |=’⇔
red(P[❀ (1; 2)]) |=Red(’[❀ (1; 2)]).
Proof. See Appendix A.5.
Lemma 4.9 (Expansion lemma for ‘+’). Let P ∈G. Let ’∈CGApp be a formula
and 1; 2 ∈A be such that 1 =2 and 1; 2 =∈ alph(P)∪ "(’). Then P|=’⇔red(P[❀
(1 + 2)]) |=Red(’[❀ (1 + 2)]).
Proof. Similar to the proof of the proceeding lemma.
In the following Theorem 4.1.1 we can meet the conditions that P is alphabet-disjoint
to Q and that ’ is "-disjoint to Q by renaming the performances of Q in the obvious
way, as mentioned before. This renaming is consistent with the usual approach to action
re"nement. Also distinctness of Q can be achieved by renaming where we distinguish
between diGerent occurrences of an action in Q. Disjoint sets of performances are
necessary as can be seen in the following.
Example 4.10. Consider the process expression P := (a‖{b}a) and the formula ’ :=
〈a〉〈a〉. We have P |=’ but red(P[a❀ b]) |=Red(’[a❀ b]). Note that the process
expression P is not #"-disjoint from the process term Q, that is, we have #(P)∩"(Q)=∅.
Theorem 4.11. Let P ∈G be a process term and ’∈CGApp be a formula. Further
let Q∈ be a distinct process term, such that P is alphabet-disjoint from Q and ’
is "-disjoint from Q. Then P |=’⇔ red(P[❀Q]) |=Red(’[❀Q]).
Proof. Trans"nite induction on the relation ≺d involving a case discrimination of the
structure of ’∈CGApp and a subsidiary case discrimination of the structure of Q∈.
We show here only one case and refer to Appendix A.6 for the remainder of the proof.
’= 0-Z:’′:
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First consider the case -=0. If 0= *, then ’ is equivalent to  whereas ’ is equivalent
to ⊥ in the case 0= . Hence we can apply the base case to complete this step.
Now let - be a limit ordinal and 0= *, i.e. ’= *-Z : ’′. We have P |=’
iG P |= ∧
,∈-
*,Z:’′
(by De"nition 3.22)
iG ∀, ¡ -(P |= *,Z:’′)
(by De"nition 3.22)
iG ∀, ¡ -(red(P[❀ Q]) |= Red((*,Z:’′)[❀ Q]))
(by the induction hypothesis. Note that d(*,Z:’′)¡d(’))
iG ∀, ¡ -(red(P[❀ Q]) |= *,Z:Red(’[❀ Q]))
(by De"nitions 3.5 and 3.13)
iG red(P[❀ Q]) |= ∧
,∈-
*,Z:Red(’[❀ Q])
(by De"nition 3.5)
iG red(P[❀ Q]) |= *-Z:Red(’[❀ Q])
(by De"nition 3.22)
iG red(P[❀ Q]) |= Red((*-Z:’)[❀ Q])
(by De"nitions 3.5 and 3.13)
iG red(P[❀ Q]) |= Red(’[❀ Q]):
Let - be a limit ordinal and 0= , i.e. ’= -Z:’′. The proof of this case proceeds in
analogy to the proof of the preceding case.
Now let - be a successor ordinal. For n¿1 and -1 + 1= -, we prove the claim of
the theorem for formulas
’ = 0-1+1Z1:0-2+1Z2: : : : 0-n+1Zn: ;
where  is of the form , ⊥, 〈〉’′, []’′, ∨-∈I ’-, ∧-∈I ’-, 0Z:’′ or 0,Z:’′ (, a
limit ordinal): By assertion (1) of Lemma 4.7 follows
P |= ’ iG P |=  [11=Z1] : : : [1n=Zn];
where the formulas 1i (16i6n) are given according to Lemma 4.7. In the cases where
 is of the form , ⊥ or 0-Z:’′ (where -∈On is a limit ordinal) the present case
can be readily reduced to these previous cases which gives
P |= ’ iG red(P[❀ Q]) |= Red(( [11=Z1] : : : [1n=Zn])[❀ Q]):
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We show the induction argument for the other cases. For m∈N, let [1=Z]6m abbreviate
the sequence of substitutions [11=Z1] : : : [1m=Zm].
 =
⊗
’+ where
⊗ ∈{∨+∈I ;∧+∈I}:
Then
 [1=Z]6n =
(⊗
’+
)
[1=Z]6n =
⊗
’+[1=Z]6n:
Clearly
d
(⊗
’+[1=Z]6n
)
= sup
+∈I
(d(’+[1=Z]6n)) + 1
¿ sup
+∈I
(d(’+[1=Z]6n))
¿ d(’+[1=Z]6n) for any + ∈ I:
Hence the induction hypothesis is applicable to ’+[1=Z]6n for any +∈ I . Consequently,
we can reduce the current case to previous case where ’=
⊗
’+ and
⊗∈{∨+∈I ;∧
+∈I}.
 = ′ where  ∈{〈〉; []}. Then
 [1=Z]6n = ( ′)[1=Z]6n =  ′[1=Z]6n:
Clearly we have
d( ′[1=Z]6n) = d( ′[1=Z]6n) + 1 ¿ d( ′[1=Z]6n):
Hence, the induction hypothesis is applicable to  ′[1=Z]6n whence we can reduce the
current case to the previous case where
’=’′ and  ∈{〈〉; []}.
By assertion (2) of Lemma 4.7 it follows that red(P[❀Q]) |=Red(’[❀Q]).
Theorem 4.12. Let P ∈G be a process term and ’∈CGL be a formula. Further
let Q∈ be a distinct process term, such that P is alphabet-disjoint from Q and ’
is "-disjoint from Q. Then P |=’⇔ red(P[❀Q]) |=Red(’[❀Q]).
Proof. Let ’∈CGL. Then
P |= ’;
iG P |= I(’) (by Lemma 4:3);
iG red(P[❀ Q]) |= Red(I(’)[❀ Q]):
(This follows from Theorem 4.11 since I(’)∈CGApp. Note that 1∈ L is closed
and guarded iG I(1)∈App is closed and guarded. Further, 1∈ L is alphabet-disjoint
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from Q∈ iG I(1)∈App is alphabet-disjoint from Q.)
iG red(P[❀ Q]) |= I(Red(’[❀ Q])) (by Lemma 3:21);
iG red(P[❀ Q]) |= Red(’[❀ Q]) (by Lemma 4:3):
Theorem 4.13. Let P ∈G be a process term and ’∈CGL be a formula. Further
let Q∈R be a distinct process term, such that P is alphabet-disjoint from Q and ’
is "-disjoint from Q. Then P |=’⇔ red(P[❀Q]) |=Red(’[❀Q]).
Proof. Assume red(P[❀Q]) |=Red(’[❀Q]). We have that red(Q)=red(red(Q)).
Hence, the assumption is equivalent to
red(P[❀ red(Q)]) |= Red(’[❀ red(Q)]) (∗)
which follows from De"nitions 2.7, 2.11, 3.5 and 3.13. By Lemma 2.14 we have
"(Q)="(red(Q)). Further, Q is distinct iG red(Q) is distinct. Since red(Q)∈, it
follows from Theorem 4.12 that assertion (*) is equivalent to the assertion P |=’.
The next three lemmata formalize the intuition that process terms P[❀Q] and for-
mulas ’[❀Q] exhibit the same semantics as the reduced process term red(P[❀Q])
and Red(’[❀Q]), respectively.
Lemma 4.14. Let P ∈R and ’∈ L. Then P |=# ’ i: red(P) |=# ’.
Proof. T(P)=T(red(P)) by de"nition.
Lemma 4.15. Let P ∈R and ’∈RL. Then P |=# ’⇔P |=#Red(’).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of ’∈RL.
Corollary 4.16. Let P ∈R and ’∈RL. Then P |= #’⇔ red(P) |=#Red(’).
Proof. Follows from Lemma 4.14 and Lemma 4.15.
The following theorem presents the main result. It states that the logical re"nement
conforms with the syntactic re"nement on process terms under certain conditions that
can be achieved by renaming.
Theorem 4.17 (Simultaneous syntactic action re"nement). Let P ∈GR be a process
term and ’∈CGL be a formula. Further let Q∈R be a distinct process term such
that P is alphabet-disjoint from Q and ’ is "-disjoint from Q. Then P |=’⇔P[
❀Q] |=’[❀Q].
Proof.
P |=’,
iG red(P) |=’ (by Corollary 4.16),
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mount_windscreen
adjust_motor
adjust_gear
put_car1
put_car2
mount_windscreen
adjust_gearget_car1
get_car2
control2control1
adjust_motor
mount_windscreen
adjust_motor
adjust_gear
Fig. 3. The process P.
—————————————————————————————-
7x(x= get car; Q; put car; x) where
Q=(adjust; control)‖{control1; control2}(mount windscreen; control)
such that
get car=(get car1 + get car2)
adjust=(adjust gear; adjust motor)
put car=(put car1 + pu car2)
control=(control1; control2)
—————————————————————————————
Fig. 4. The process term P.
iG red(P) |=Red(’) (by Lemma 4.15),
iG red(red(P)[❀Q]) |=Red(Red(’)[❀Q]) (by Theorem 4.13),
iG red(P[❀Q]) |=Red(’[❀Q]) (by Remark 2.13 and Remark 3.14),
iG P[❀Q] |=Red(’[❀Q]) (by Corollary 4.16),
iG P[❀Q] |=’[❀Q] (by Lemma 4.15).
Theorem 4.17 is illustrated by the following simple example.
Example 4.18 (A priori-veri"cation and abstraction). Consider the following ‘assem-
bly line’ P in a car factory shown in Fig. 3.
The complete description of the assembly line is given by the program P shown in
Fig. 4. The job of P is to adjust the motor and the gear of a car and to mount the
windscreen. Hence P can be modelled by means of a few atomic actions. get car1
(get car2): get a car from conveyer band one (two resp.), adjust gear, adjust motor,
mount windscreen, put car1 (put car2): put the car back on conveyer band one (two
resp.). To reach a de"ned system status before the car is carried back to the conveyer
band two control actions are executed by P.
The process P has the temporal property that ‘whenever a car is taken from the con-
veyer band (either get car1 or get car2 is executed), the control actions will eventually
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mount_windscreen
mount_windscreen
get_car
put_car
control
adjust
adjust
Fig. 5. The process Ps.
be executed’. We denote this property by the formula 6 ’= *Z:(([gc1]Y:(B∧C)∧D)
∧ ([gc2]Y:(B∧C)∧D)) where
B= ((〈gc1〉 ∧ 〈gc2〉)
∨ (〈ag〉〉〈am〉 ∨ (〈mw〉 ∨ (〈c1〉〈c2〉 ∨ (〈pc1〉 ∧ 〈pc2〉)))));
C = (([gc1]Y ∧ [gc2]Y ) ∧ ([ag][am]Y ∧ ([mw]Y ∧ (([pc1]Y ∧ [pc2]Y )))));
D= (([gc1]Z ∧ [gc2]Z) ∧
∧ ([ag][am]Z ∧ ([mw]Z ∧ ([c1][c2]Z ∧ ([pc1]Z ∧ [pc2]Z)))))
in the logic L.
The process P arises from the process Ps shown in Fig. 5 by the application of four
successive re"nement steps, that is,
P1 = Ps[control❀ (control1; control2)];
P2 = P1[put car ❀ (put car1 + put car2)];
P3 = P2[adjust ❀ (adjust gear; adjust motor)];
P = P3[get car ❀ (get car1 + get car2)];
where Ps = 7x(x=(Q˜; x)) and Q˜ abbreviates the expression
(get car; (((adjust; control)‖{control}(mount windscreen; control));put car)). Let us
assume that we had already established Ps |=’s where
’s = *Z:([gc]Y:(Bs ∧Cs)∧Ds) and
Bs = (〈gc〉 ∨ (〈a〉 ∨ (〈mw〉 ∨ (〈c〉 ∨ (〈pc〉)))));
Cs = ([gc]Y ∧ ([a]Y ∧ ([mw]Y ∧ ([pc]Y ))));
Ds = ([gc]Z ∧ ([a]Z ∧ ([mw]Z ∧ ([c]Z ∧ ([pc]Z))))):
6 Formulas will sometimes be given in a more concise form using the obvious abbrevi-
ations for action names like gc1 (pc2; mw; ag; am; c1) for get car1 (put car2; mount windscreen;
adjust gear; adjust motor; control1 resp.).
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(Again, the obvious abbreviations for action names of Ps are used in ’s.) Now
’1 = ’s[control❀ (control1; control2)];
’2 = ’1[put car ❀ (put car1 + put car2)];
’3 = ’2[adjust ❀ (adjust gear; adjust motor)];
’ = ’3[get car ❀ (get car1 + get car2)];
whence Ps |=’s iG P |=’ follows by Theorem 4.17.
It is well known, that the Modal Mu-Calculus induces strong bisimulation equiva-
lence (in the sense of [43]) on the set of ("nitely branching) transition systems (see,
for example, [54]). To exploit this fact for our approach, we lift bisimulation equiva-
lence to the set R by de"ning P∼b P′ iG T(P)∼bT(P′). As a direct consequence
of Theorem 4.17 we then obtain the following ‘vertical modularity’ result.
Corollary 4.19. Let P; P′ ∈R be guarded process terms and ’∈RL be a closed
and guarded formula. Let Q1; : : : ; Qn ∈R be distinct and pairwise alphabet-disjoint.
Let Qi be such, that P and ’ are alphabet-disjoint from Qi, 16i6n. Let [❀Q]n
abbreviate [1❀Q1]; : : : ; [n❀Qn]. If P∼b P′ then P[❀Q]n |=’[❀Q]n⇔
P′[❀Q]n |=’[❀Q]n.
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 4.17.
Corollary 4.19 can thus be used after any development sequence to syntactically
interchange the original ‘target’-process term P with a term P′, provided P and P′ are
strongly bisimular.
Remark 4.20. Clearly, we can replace the premise P∼b P′ by the premise P′ |=’. Us-
ing model checking however, the best algorithm known hitherto needs time O(alt(’)2
(NP + 1)alt(’)=2	+1) to decide P′ |=’ and space about Nalt(’)=2P where alt(’) is the
alternation depth of "xed point operators in ’, and NP is the number of states of
T(P) (see [37]). In contrast, deciding bisimilarity for two processes P; P′ needs time
O(MP +MP′ logNP + NP′) and space O(MP +MP′ + NP + NP′) (see [47]) where MP
is the number of transitions of T(P).
The abstraction technique comprised by Theorem 4.17 can be used to abstract those
parts of the system description that are irrelevant for the veri"cation at hand. For
a given system description P and a property ’ we construct a small description
Ps and a small formula ’s, such that we can establish P=Ps[1❀Q1] : : : [n❀Qn]
and ’=’s[1❀Q1] : : : [n❀Qn]. It then suBces to decide Ps |=’s in order to show
whether P |=’ holds or not. In a case study we showed, that the size of the state
space of Ps can be exponentially smaller (with respect to
∑n
i=1 |Qi|) than the size of
the state space of P (see [40]).
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5. Variations on the theme
Renaming of actions can often be applied successfully in order to meet the conditions
of alphabet disjointness. However, this condition rules out the possibility to conduct
particular re"nement steps which can become important in the development of reactive
systems: Suppose the system P can execute the atomic actions a; b. At the current
level of abstraction, the action a (b) is considered to be the name of a procedure Qa
(Qb respectively) which is not yet implemented. In an intermediate development step,
Qa and Qb are implemented making use of a common subsystem S which we might
assume has been provided by a system library. Hence, alphabet disjointness of Qa and
Qb does not hold. It is clear that dropping the condition of alphabet-disjointness of the
process terms P from Q only makes sense in conjunction with abandoning alphabet-
disjointness of ’ from Q. Dropping the latter restriction however leads to fundamental
problems: Without it, repeated syntactic action re"nement might transform an originally
satis"able formula into an unsatis"able one:
Example 5.1. Let ’ = (〈1〉∧ [2]⊥). Clearly, ’ is satis"able. On the other hand,
the formula ’[1❀ ][2❀ ] is not satis"able.
The above example show that we cannot hope for a result like Theorem 4.17 for
any fragment L⊆RL in which it is allowed to compose formulas ’∈L containing
both types of modalities, that is, 〈〉 and [] without accepting any restrictions on
alphabet-disjointness. This is the reason why we consider the logics RL〈·〉 and RL[·]
where respectively only one modality type might occur in the formulas. Intuitively, the
language RL〈·〉 allows to specify properties of reactive systems where the branching
character of computations is neglected, that is, the focus lies on specifying particular
computation paths rather than computation trees as in the logic RL whence it can
be used to specify computation paths which must be executable by a system. The
expressiveness of these two fragments of the full Modal Mu-Calculus has already been
investigated in [8,4].
Denition 5.2 (The fragments RL〈·〉 and RL[·]). Let L〈·〉⊂ L be the language
generated by the grammar
B ::= |⊥|Z |(B ∧ B)|(B ∨ B)|〈〉B|*Z:B|Z:B
and L[·]⊂ L be the language generated by the grammar
B ::= |⊥|Z |(B ∧ B)|(B ∨ B)|[]B|*Z:B|Z:B
where  ranges over the set A and Z ranges over a "xed set Var of variables.
Let RL〈·〉 (RL[·]) be the language generated by the grammar for L〈·〉 (L[·]
respectively) with the additional rule B ::= B[❀Q] where Q∈R.
The logics RL〈·〉 and RL[·] can be used to express interesting properties of
reactive systems:
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Example 5.3.
• The unless-property “B remains true in every computation unless D” is true for a
process if
P |= *Z:(D ∨ (B ∧✷"(P)Z)) ∈ RL[·];
where ✷A1 := ([1]1 ∧ ([2]1 ∧ (: : : ([n−1]1 ∧ [n]1) : : :) for A = {1; : : : ; n}.
• Let the complement Bc of the formula B (see, for example, [54]) capture the ‘bad
states’ which should not be reached by the system P. Then P satis"es the safety-
property “P never reaches a bad state whenever D has become true”, if
P |= *Z:((Dc ∨ (D ∧ *Y:(B ∧✷"(P)Y ))) ∧✷"(P)Z) ∈ RL[·]:
• The process P satis"es the guarantee-property [42] “eventually B in any in"nite
computation sequence of P” if
P |= Z:(B ∨✷"(P)Z) ∈ RL[·]:
Further, RL[·] can be used to express liveness-properties under fairness and cyclic-
properties (see [54]).
Example 5.4 (See [9]).
• If
P |= *Y:Z:((B ∨ $"(P)Z) ∧ $"(P)Y ) ∈ RL〈·〉;
where $A1 := (〈1〉1∨ (〈2〉1∨ (: : : (〈n−1〉1∨ 〈n〉1) : : :) for A = {1; : : : ; n}, then
“there exists a computation sequence of P in which B holds in"nitely often”.
• If
P |= *Y:((Z:(B ∨ $"(P)Z) ∧ $"(P)Y ) ∈ RL〈·〉
then “there exists a computation sequence of P along which B is always attainable”.
While dropping the conditions on alphabet-disjointness (and distinctness), we can
still derive two special cases of Theorem 4.17 for the fragments RL[·] and RL〈·〉
of the logic RL.
Theorem 5.5 (Developing systems w.r.t. RL〈·〉-properties). Let P ∈UGR and Q∈
R be process terms. Let ’∈CGRL〈·〉 be a formula. Then we have the following:
(1) If P is #"-disjoint from Q and  =∈ #(P) or
(2) if "(’)⊆ #(P) then
P |= ’ ⇒ P[❀ Q] |= ’[❀ Q]:
Proof. The proof of this theorem proceeds in analogy to the proof of Theorem 4.17:
First, one has to prove the claim of the above theorem for process terms P ∈UG
and formulas ’∈CGApp〈·〉 (the language App〈·〉 is generated by the grammar of the
language App where the rule B ::= []B is removed). Most of those induction steps
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are proved in analogy to the proof of this steps in Theorem 4.11 (of course only
the implication from the left hand side to the right hand side is considered here).
In Appendix A.7, we show the induction steps which diGer substantially from the
induction steps in the proof of Theorem 4.11.
Theorem 5.6 (Debugging systems w.r.t. RL[·]-properties). Let P ∈UGR and Q∈
R be process terms. Let ’∈CGRL[·] be a formula. Then we have the follow-
ing:
(1) If P is #"-disjoint from Q and  =∈ #(P) or
(2) if "(’)⊆ #(P) then
P |= ’ ⇐ P[❀ Q] |= ’[❀ Q]:
Proof. See Appendix A.8.
As an application of the theorems given above we consider a (“lock-step”) solution
of a two process mutual exclusion problem:
Example 5.7. The process terms P and P are given by
7x(x = (((1; (; 2)) + (1; (; 2))); x))
and
7x(y = (((1; (; 2)) + (1; (; 2)));y))
respectively. It is easy to see that the process ME = (P‖{i ; i ; ; }P) where i = 1; 2
enters the (abstract) critical sections  and  in mutual exclusion. For A⊆A we let
$A’ abbreviate the formula
∨
∈A 〈〉’ and ✷A’ abbreviate the formula
∧
∈A []’. We
have that
ME |= ’ = *Y:(Z:(〈〉 ∨ $"(ME)Z) ∧ $"(ME)Y );
that is, there exists a computation sequence of ME along which it is always possible
to reach a state where the performance  can be executed. Now let Q = (1 + 2).
Then we have that
ME[❀ Q][❀ Q] |= 1[❀ Q][❀ Q]
via Theorem 5.5 which says that ME[❀Q][❀Q] can execute a computation
sequence along which it is always possible to reach a state where all performances of
Q can be executed. This holds, though another performance ( in our case) is also
re"ned by Q.
Please note that Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 can both be established without the need to
consider restrictions of alphabet-disjointness (and distinctness).
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6. Related work
Addressing a development=re-engineering-paradigm, [30,31] deals with a similar
problem as we do. However [30,31] works on the semantic level and applies semantic
re"nement as opposed to our syntactic approach and uses a linear time logic as op-
posed to the branching time logic of our setting. In general in"nite state systems that
are to be re"ned can be more easily handled on the syntactic level.
Rensink and Gorrleri [49] discusses a development technique based on so called
“vertical implementation relations”. Starting from a speci"cation T and an implemen-
tation U , it is shown that T equals U modulo a particular vertical implementation
relation ¡∼r (denoted by T ¡∼r U ) iG T is observation congruent (in the sense of
Milner [43]) to U ⇑r (denoted by T 'U ⇑r). There, T , U and U ⇑r are TCSP-like pro-
cess expressions and U ⇑r arises from U by the application of a so called r-abstraction.
In contrast to our approach, both, the speci"cations (T ) and the implementations (U
and U ⇑r) are expressed in an operational fashion. Consequently, the valuable features
of dual-language approaches to veri"cation [29] cannot be exploited. Furthermore, the
speci"cation T remains "xed and cannot be adapted to changing resources or require-
ments, a situation which we wanted to overcome with our approach.
If not used to develop and re-engineer systems, Theorems 4.17, 5.5 and 5.6 can still
be used to support model checking techniques for systems that could not be handled
otherwise due to the (huge or in"nite) size of their state spaces.
Thus, our approach is also conceptually related to a large body of research which
investigates techniques to enhance model checking techniques for huge or in"nite state
spaces [58]. “On the Qy” model checking [55,10,32,53] focuses on generating only
those parts of the state space that are relevant for the property under consideration.
Other techniques exploit partial order reduction (surveyed in [48]) or binary decision
diagrams [11] with the aim to compactify state spaces without loosing information
about the systems.
Closest to our approach are the widely investigated abstraction techniques, that are
mostly based on the framework of abstract interpretations (see, for example, [17,16]).
Theorem 4.17 relates process terms and formulas with syntactic re"nements of them.
The abstractions used in [14,27,5,51] are established on the system description as well.
Syntactic action re"nement allows to create hierarchical system descriptions. In [2],
a model checking technique is presented that directly exploits the hierarchical structure
of the considered systems: The BDD-based algorithm traverses “abstract” transitions
by expanding the according “concrete” transition systems on the Qy. Hence, the sys-
tem is analyzed at diGerent levels of abstraction which alleviates the state explosion
problem.
Those abstraction techniques diGer from our approach in that only the systems are
subject to abstractions whereas both, systems and formulas are abstracted in our ap-
proach. Furthermore, our abstraction technique is exact whereas most abstraction tech-
niques found in literature are only conservative: Let SA be the abstraction of the
system S. Then we cannot infer S |=’ from SA |=’ if the involved abstraction is
only conservative. In our approach, no distinction is made between the treatment of
safety, liveness, universal and existential properties. On the other hand, some of the
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above mentioned approaches allow to create abstract "nite state systems from concrete
in"nite state systems which is not possible using our results.
Another method to enhance model checking exploits symmetries which are often
exhibited by concurrent systems (see, for example, [13,22]). Whereas those methods
aim to “merge” the symmetries that occur in the transition graph of a system, our
technique exploits the structural equalities that occur in the process descriptions (process
terms, that is).
In [23], action re"nement for an object based temporal logic has been investigated.
There, actions are conceived as propositions in the temporal language. Action re"ne-
ment then amounts to mappings of propositions p to theories F which describe the
functionality of p on a lower level of abstraction. The main aim of this work is to
establish a proof-theory which can be used to show that a “concrete” description  
(the implementation) of a system is correctly related to an “abstract” description 1
(the speci"cation) of the system, in the sense, that 1⇒  . Both, 1 and  are formulas
of the temporal language. Hence, this approach lacks the features of dual-language for-
malisms (see [29]). As opposed to our re"nement operator-based approach, this work is
based on the idea of “hierarchies of designs” (see, e.g., [26]). Again, the speci"cation
1 is to be "xed and thus cannot be subject of any adaptation.
7. Conclusion and open problems
We de"ned syntactic action re"nement for formulas ’ of the Modal Mu-Calculus
and showed that the presented de"nition conforms to syntactic action re"nement for
the process algebra R (which contains the parallel composition operator of TCSP and
recursion) in the sense, that for process terms P ∈R the assertion
P |= ’ ⇔ P[❀ Q] |= ’[❀ Q] (∗)
is valid (see Theorem 4.17). The operator · [❀Q] denotes syntactic action re"ne-
ment both on formulas and process expressions.
Assertion (*) is valid provided some particular conditions of alphabet-disjointness
and distinction are obeyed. However, two special cases of assertion (*) which do not
rely upon these conditions were presented (see Theorems 5.5 and 5.6).
Assertion (*) can be applied in various ways to the veri"cation of reactive systems
one of which is the (a priori) correct transformation of systems induced by the syn-
tactic re"nement of speci"cations: Provided we know P |=’, re"ning ’ into ’[❀Q]
automatically yields P[❀Q] such that P[❀Q] |=’[❀Q].
Further, we explained how the obtained results can be used as an abstraction tech-
nique and that the results can sometimes make it possible to model check systems that
would remain infeasible otherwise.
We explained that assertion (*) can be combined with classical veri"cation tech-
niques like, for example, with model checking algorithms. Hence, assertion (*)
extends classical veri"cation techniques and leads to settings, that allow to automati-
cally develop=re-engineer formally correct reactive systems by hierarchically enriching=
abstracting speci"cations with details.
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We used the expressive Modal Mu-Calculus as speci"cation formalism and the intu-
itive notion of transition systems as the semantic model for reactive systems. We thus
believe that our results can provide a basis for similar investigations that employ other
logics and semantic models.
There are various open questions that are related to our approach some of which are:
What results can be obtained when re"nement is seen as an operator on process terms
that is given explicit semantics by transition rules and not interpreted as substitution?
Or alternatively, what results can be obtained if we use declarations instead of "xed
point process terms to model recursion? Is it possible to generalize the results to a
setting where the action re"nement on a suitable logic is described by an operator that
substitutes an action by a formula, i.e. [a❀  ], such that if P |=1 and Q |=  then
P[a❀Q] |=1[a❀  ]?
Appendix A. Proofs
A.1. Proof of Lemma 2.23
The proofs of assertions (1) and (3) only diGer in one case for the induction step
P=(P1‖A P2). Hence we prove assertions (1) and (3) simultaneously making a distinc-
tion only in the above mentioned case. The proof is by structural induction on P ∈G
(P ∈UG resp.).
The proof of assertions (1) and (3) is by structural induction on P ∈G. We only
show the interesting cases P=(P1‖AP2) and P= 7x(x=P).
P=(P1 ‖A P2):
Assume (P1 ‖A P2) → P′ for some P′ ∈G. We distinguish four diGerent cases:
Case 1: ;  =∈A. Then we have
P′ = (P′1 ‖A P2) where P1
→P′1
or
P′ = (P1 ‖A P′2) where P2
→P′2
by De"nition 2.17 and  =∈A. W.l.o.g. assume the former. Then
red(P1[❀ Q])
→ red(P′1[❀ Q])
by the induction hypothesis. Hence
(red(P1[❀ Q]) ‖A red(P2[❀ Q])) → (red(P′1[❀ Q]) ‖A red(P2[❀ Q]))
by De"nition 2.17 and  ∈A. We conclude
red((P1 ‖A P2)[❀ Q]) → red((P′1 ‖A P2)[❀ Q])
by assertion (1) of Lemma 2.16 since  ∈A.
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Case 2:  ∈A and ∈A. In this case we have to use the condition  ∈ "(Q). This
condition is satis"ed by the premises of assertion (1). For assertion (3) we have that
∈A implies ∈ #(P) by de"nition. Since  ∈A by the current case and P is uniquely
synchronized, we have  ∈ #(P) by Lemma 2.6 whence we may assume  ∈ "(Q) as
requested by the premises of assertion (3). We can now proceed in the simultaneous
proof of assertions (1) and (3): We have
P′ = (P′1 ‖A P2) where P1
→P′1
or
P′ = (P1 ‖A P′2) where P2
→P′2
by De"nition 2.17 and since  ∈A. W.l.o.g. assume the former. Then
red(P1[❀ Q])
→ red(P′1[❀ Q])
by the induction hypothesis. Since  ∈A by the current case and  ∈ "(Q) we have
 ∈A\{}∪ "(Q). Hence
(red(P1[❀ Q]) ‖A\{}∪"(Q) red(P2[❀ Q]))
→ (red(P′1[❀ Q]) ‖A\{}∪"(Q) red(P2[❀ Q]))
by De"nition 2.17. We conclude
red((P1 ‖A P2)[❀ Q]) → red((P′1 ‖A P2)[❀ Q])
by assertion (2) of Lemma 2.16 since ∈A.
Case 3: ∈A and  ∈A. Since ∈A we have
P′ = (P′1 ‖A P′2) and P1
→P′1 and P2
→P′2
by De"nition 2.17. This implies
red(P1[❀ Q])
→ red(P′1[❀ Q])
and
red(P2[❀ Q])
→ red(P′2[❀ Q])
by the induction hypothesis. Hence
(red(P1[❀ Q]) ‖A red(P2[❀ Q])) →(red(P′1[❀ Q]) ‖A red(P′2[❀ Q]))
by De"nition 2.17 since ∈A. Since  ∈A we conclude
red((P1 ‖A P2)[❀ Q]) → red((P′1 ‖A P′2)[❀ Q])
by assertion (1) of Lemma 2.16.
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Case 4: ∈A and ∈A. Then
P′ = (P′1 ‖A P′2) and P1
→P′1 and P2
→P′2
by De"nition 2.17. Hence
red(P1[❀ Q])
→ red(P′1[❀ Q])
and
red(P2[❀ Q])
→ red(P′2[❀ Q])
by the induction hypothesis. Since  =  by the conditions of the lemma and ∈A by
the current case we have ∈A \ {}∪ "(Q). Hence
(red(P1[❀ Q]) ‖A\{}∪"(Q) red(P2[❀ Q]))
→ (red(P′1[❀ Q]) ‖A\{}∪"(Q) red(P′2[❀ Q]))
by De"nition 2.17. Since ∈A we conclude
red((P1 ‖A P2)[❀ Q]) → (red((P′1 ‖A P′2)[❀ Q]))
by assertion (2) of Lemma 2.16.
P= 7x(x=P1).
Assume 7x(x=P1)
→P′. Then P1[7x(x=P1)=x] → P′. Hence
∃Pˆ ∈ G(P1 → Pˆ and Pˆ[7x(x = P1)=x] = P′)
by Lemma 2.20. This implies
∃Pˆ ∈ G(red(P1[❀ Q]) → red(Pˆ[❀ Q]))
by the induction hypothesis whence
∃Pˆ ∈ G(red(P1[❀ Q])[7x(x = red(P1[❀ Q]))=x]
→ red(Pˆ[❀ Q])[7x(x = red(P1[❀ Q]))=x]):
We obtain
∃Pˆ ∈ G(7x(x = red(P1[❀ Q]))
→ red(Pˆ[❀ Q])[7x(x = red(P1[❀ Q]))=x])
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by De"nition 2.17. It follows
∃Pˆ ∈ G(red((7x(x = P1))[❀ Q])
→ red(Pˆ[❀ Q])[7x(x = red(P1[❀ Q]))=x])
by De"nition 3.5 and De"nition 3.13. Hence
∃Pˆ ∈ G(red((7x(x = P1))[❀ Q])
→ red((Pˆ[7x(x = P1)=x])[❀ Q]))
by Lemma 2.22 whence we conclude
red((7x(x = P1))[❀ Q])
→ red(P′[❀ Q]):
We proceed to the proof of assertion (2). Again we use structural induction on P∈G.
We show the cases P=(P1 ‖A P2) and P= 7x(x = P).
P = (P1 ‖A P2):
Assume red((P1 ‖A P2)[❀Q]) →P′ for some P′∈G. Again we have four cases:
Case 1:  =∈A and  =∈A. Then we have
(red(P1[❀ Q]) ‖A red(P2[❀ Q])) →P′
by assertion (1) of Lemma 2.16. Since  =∈A we have
P′ = (E ‖A red(P2[❀ Q])) where red(P1[❀ Q]) →E E ∈ G
or
P′ = (red(P1[❀ Q]) ‖A F) where red(P2[❀ Q]) →F F ∈ G
by De"nition 2.17. W.l.o.g. assume the former. Then
∃P˜(P1 → P˜ and red(P˜[❀ Q]) = E)
by the induction hypothesis whence by De"nition 2.17
∃P˜((P1 ‖A P2) →(P˜ ‖A P2) and red(P˜[❀ Q]) = E) (∗)
since  =∈A. As  =∈A we have
red((P˜ ‖A P2)[❀ Q]) = (red(P˜[❀ Q]) ‖A red(P2[❀ Q]))
by assertion (1) of Lemma 2.16 whence
red((P˜ ‖A P2)[❀ Q]) = (E ‖A red(P2[❀ Q])) = P′
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by (∗). Hence we conclude
∃P′′((P1 ‖A P2) →P′′ and red(P′′[❀ Q]) = P′)
by choosing P′′=(P˜ ‖A P2).
Case 2:  =∈A and ∈A. Since ∈A we have
(red(P1[❀ Q]) ‖A\{}∪"(red(Q)) red(P2[❀ Q])) →P′
by assertion (2) of Lemma 2.16. Now  =∈A and  =∈ "(Q) imply  =∈A\{}∪ "(Q)
whence
P′ = (E ‖A\{}∪"(red(Q)) red(P2[❀ Q])) where red(P1[❀ Q]) →E
or
P′ = (red(P1[❀ Q]) ‖A\{}∪"(red(Q)) F) where red(P2[❀ Q]) →F
by De"nition 2.17. W.l.o.g. assume the former. Then
∃P˜(P1 → P˜ and red(P˜[❀ Q]) = E)
by the induction hypothesis whence
∃P˜((P1 ‖A P2) →(P˜ ‖A P2) and red(P˜[❀ Q]) = E)
by De"nition 2.17 since  =∈A by the current case. As ∈A we have
red((P˜ ‖A P2)[❀ Q]) = (red(P˜[❀ Q]) ‖A\{}∪"(red(Q)) red(P2[❀ Q])) = P′
by assertion (2) of Lemma 2.16. We conclude
∃P′′((P1 ‖A P2) → and red(P′′[❀ Q]) = P′)
by choosing P′′=(P˜ ‖A P2).
Case 3: ∈A and  =∈A. Then
(red(P1[❀ Q]) ‖A red(P2[❀ Q])) →P′
which follows by assertion (1) of Lemma 2.16 since  =∈A. Since ∈A we have P′=
(E ‖A F) where
red(P1[❀ Q])
→E and red(P2[❀ Q]) →F
by De"nition 2.17. Hence
∃P˜1(P1 → P˜1 and red(P˜1[❀ Q]) = E)
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and
∃P˜2(P1 → P˜2 and red(P˜2[❀ Q]) = F)
by the induction hypothesis. Now
P′ = (E ‖A F) = (red(P˜1[❀ Q]) ‖A red(P˜2[❀ Q]))
from the two assertions above whence
P′ = red((P˜1 ‖A P˜2)[❀ Q])
by assertion (1) of Lemma 2.16 since  =∈A. Hence
∃P′′((P1 ‖A P2) →P′′ and red(P′′[❀ Q]) = P′)
by choosing P′′=(P˜1 ‖A P˜2).
Case 4: ∈A and ∈A. Since ∈A
(red(P1[❀ Q]) ‖A\{}∪"(red(Q)) red(P2[❀ Q])) →P′
by assertion (2) of Lemma 2.16.
First assume  = . Then ∈A by the current case and  =  imply ∈A\{}∪
"(Q). Hence P′=(E ‖A\{}∪"(Q) F) where
red(P1[❀ Q])
→E and red(P2[❀ Q]) →F
by De"nition 2.17. This implies
∃P˜1(P1 → P˜1 and red(P˜1[❀ Q]) = E)
and
∃P˜2(P2 → P˜2 and red(P˜2[❀ Q]) = F)
by the induction hypothesis. Since ∈A by the current case we have
∃P˜1∃P˜2((P1 ‖A P2) →(P˜1 ‖A P˜2))
by De"nition 2.17. Since
P′ = (E ‖A\{}∪"(Q) F) = (red(P˜1[❀ Q]) ‖A\{}∪"(Q) red(P˜2[❀ Q]))
we have
P′ = red((P˜1 ‖A P˜2)[❀ Q])
by assertion (2) of Lemma 2.16 since ∈A. Hence we conclude
∃P′′((P1 ‖A P2) →P′′ and red(P′′[❀ Q]) = P′)
by choosing P′′=(P˜1 ‖A P˜2).
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Now assume = . Then we must have
(red(P1[❀ Q]) ‖A\{}∪"(Q) red(P2[❀ Q]))

→P′ (‡)
which trivially validates assertion (2). To see this we note that red(Pi[❀Q])=
red(Pi[❀Q]) since =  for i=1; 2. Since  =∈ "(Q) by assumption we have
red(Pi[❀Q])

→ for i=1; 2 which by De"nition 2.17 implies (‡).
P= 7x(x=P1):
Assume red((7x(x=P1))[❀Q])
→P′. Then
7x(x = red(P1[❀ Q]))
→P′
by De"nition 3.5 and De"nition 3.13 whence we must have
red(P1[❀ Q])[7x(x = red(P1[❀ Q]))=x]
→P′
by De"nition 2.17. This implies
∃Pˆ ∈ G(red(P1[❀ Q]) → Pˆ and Pˆ[7x(x = red(P1[❀ Q]))=x] = P′) (∗)
by Lemma 2.20. Further we have
∃P˜ ∈ G(P1 → P˜ and red(P˜[❀ Q]) = Pˆ) (∗∗)
by the induction hypothesis. Hence
∃P˜ ∈ G(P1[7x(x = P1)=x] → P˜[7x(x = P1)=x])
which implies
∃P˜ ∈ G(7x(x = P1) → P˜[7x(x = P1)=x]) (∗ ∗ ∗)
by De"nition 2.17. Further we have
red((P˜[7x(x = P1)=x])[❀ Q])
= red(P˜[❀ Q])[red((7x(x = P1))[❀ Q])=x]
by Lemma 2.22
= red(P˜[❀ Q])[7x(x = red(P1[❀ Q]))=x]
by De"nitions 3.5 and 3.13
= Pˆ[7x(x = red(P1[❀ Q]))=x]
by (∗∗)
= P′
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by (∗). We conclude
∃P′′ ∈ G(7x(x = P1) →P′′ and red(P′′[❀ Q]) = P′)
by (∗ ∗ ∗) and choosing P′′= P˜[7x(x=P1)=x].
A.2. Proof of Lemma 2.25
All assertions are proved by structural induction on P∈G (P∈UG respectively).
We only show the case P=(P1 ‖P2).
P=(P1 ‖A P2):
Assume (P1 ‖A P2) →P′ for some P′∈G. We distinguish two cases:
Case 1:  =∈A. Then
P′ = (P′1 ‖A P2) where P1 →P′1
or
P′ = (P1 ‖A P′2) where P2 →P′2
by De"nition 2.17. W.l.o.g. assume the former. Then
red(P1[❀ ])
→ red(P′1[❀ ])
by the induction hypothesis and as  =∈ #(P1). By the conditions of the lemma  =∈ #(P)
which implies  =∈A. Hence
(red(P1[❀ ]) ‖A red(P2[❀ ])) →(red(P′1[❀ ]) ‖A red(P2[❀ ]))
by De"nition 2.17. Since  =∈A we conclude
red((P1 ‖A P2)[❀ ]) → red((P′1 ‖A P2)[❀ ])
by assertion (1) of Lemma 2.16.
Case 2: ∈A. Then P′=(P′1 ‖A P′2) whence
red(P1[❀ ])
→ red(P′1[❀ ])
and
red(P2[❀ ])
→ red(P′2[❀ ])
by the induction hypothesis and  =∈ #(Pi) (i=1; 2). Hence
(red(P1[❀ ]) ‖A\{}∪{} red(P2[❀ ]))
→ (red(P′1[❀ ]) ‖A\{}∪{} red(P′2[❀ ]))
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by De"nition 2.17. Since ∈A we conclude
red((P1 ‖A P2)[❀ ]) → red((P′1 ‖A P′2)[❀ ])
by assertion (2) of Lemma 2.16.
For assertion (2) we show
P=(P1 ‖A P2):
Assume red((P1 ‖A P2)[❀ ]) →P′ for some P′∈G. Again we distinguish the two
cases:
Case 1:  =∈A. Then
(red(P1[❀ ]) ‖A red(P2[❀ ])) →P′
by assertion (1) of Lemma 2.16. By the conditions of the lemma follows  =∈A. Hence
P′ = (E ‖A red(P2[❀ ])) where red(P1[❀ ]) →E
or
P′ = (red(P1[❀ ]) ‖A F) where red(P2[❀ ]) →F
by De"nition 2.17. W.l.o.g. assume the former. Then
∃P˜(P1 → P˜ and red(P˜[❀ ]) = E)
by the induction hypothesis as  =∈ alph(P1) whence by De"nition 2.17
∃P˜((P1 ‖A P2) →(P˜ ‖A P2) and red(P˜[❀ ]) = E)
since  =∈A. Now P′=(E ‖A red(P2[❀ ])) and  =∈A whence we get
P′ = red((P˜ ‖A P2)[❀ ])
by assertion (1) of Lemma 2.16. Hence we conclude
∃P′′((P1 ‖A P2) →P′′ and red(P′′[❀ ]) = P′)
by choosing P′′=(P˜ ‖A P2).
Case 2: ∈A. Then
(red(P1[❀ ]) ‖A\{}∪{} red(P2[❀ ])) →P′
by assertion (2) of Lemma 2.16 whence P′=(E ‖A\{}∪{} F) where
red(P1[❀ ])
→E and red(P2[❀ ]) →F
by De"nition 2.17. We obtain
∃P˜1(P1 → P˜1 and red(P˜1[❀ ]) = E)
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and
∃P˜2(P2 → P˜2 and red(P˜2[❀ ]) = F)
by the induction hypothesis. Hence
∃P˜1∃P˜2((P1 ‖A P2) →(P˜1 ‖A P˜2))
by De"nition 2.17 since ∈A. Now since ∈A
red((P˜1 ‖A P˜2)[❀ ]) = (red(P˜1[❀ ]) ‖A\{}∪{} red(P˜2[❀ ]))
by assertion (2) of Lemma 2.16 whence
red((P˜1 ‖A P˜2)[❀ ]) = P′:
We conclude
∃P′′((P1 ‖A P2) →P′′ and red(P′′[❀ ]) = P′)
by choosing P′′=(P˜1 ‖A P˜2).
The proof of assertion (3) can easily be reduced to the proof of assertion (1). All
induction steps are identical, except of case (1) in the induction step P=(P1 ‖A P2)
which does not occur in the proof of assertion (3): ∈#(P) implies ∈A (by the
unique synchronisation of P).
A.3. Proof of Lemma 3.21
First note that I(Red(’[❀Q]))=I((’){❀Q}) since ’∈L and Q∈.
Similarly, Red(I(’)[❀Q])= (I(’)){❀Q} since I(’)∈App and Q∈. It thus
suBces to show (I(’)){❀Q}=I((’){❀Q}). This is done by well-founded in-
duction on the relation ≺ involving a case discrimination on the structure of ’∈L
and a subsidiary case discrimination on the structure of Q∈. We only show the case
where ’= []’′ and Q=(Q1;Q2): We have
(I([]’′)){❀ Q}
= ([]I(’′)){❀ Q}
= ([]([2](I(’′)){❀ Q}){2❀ Q2}){❀ Q1} (by De"nition 3:5
= ([]([2]I((’′){❀ Q})){2❀ Q2}){❀ Q1} (Induction; |’′| ¡ |’|)
= ([](I([2](’′){❀ Q})){2❀ Q2}){❀ Q1} (by De"nition 3:20)
= ([]I(([2](’′){❀ Q}){2❀ Q2})){❀ Q1} (Induction; |Q2| ¡ |Q|)
= (I([]([2](’′){❀ Q}){2❀ Q2})){❀ Q1} (by De"nition 3:20)
= I(([]([2](’′){❀ Q}){2❀ Q2}){❀ Q1}) (Induction; |Q1| ¡ |Q|)
= I((’){❀ Q}) (by De"nition 3:5):
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A.4. Proof of Lemma 4.7
(1) Immediate, since P |= 0-+1Z:’′ iG P |=’′[0-Z:’′=Z].
(2) We can derive that Red(( [11=Z1] : : : [1n=Zn])[❀ Q]) equals
Red( [❀ Q])[Red(11[❀ Q])=Z1] : : : [Red(1n[❀ Q])=Zn]
by n successive applications of Lemma 3.19. In a similar way, we infer that the formula
Red(11[❀Q]) equals
0-1Z1:0-2+1Z2: : : : 0-n+1Zn:Red( [❀ Q]):
For 16m6n, let [Red(1[❀Q])=Z]6m abbreviate the sequence of substitutions
[Red(11[❀Q])=Z1]: : :[Red(1m[❀Q])=Zm]. For 16i¡n, the formula Red
(1i+1[❀Q]) equals
0-i+1Zi:0-i+2+1Zi+2: : : : 0-n+1Zn:Red(( [11=Z1] : : : [1i=Zi])[❀ Q])
= 0-i+1Zi:0-i+2+1Zi+2: : : : 0-n+1Zn:Red( [❀ Q])[Red(1[❀ Q])=Z]6i
which follows by i successive applications of Lemma 3.19. Since P |= 0-+1Z:’′ iG P |=
’′[0-Z:’′=Z] we obtain the following sequence of equivalence assertions:
P |=Red( [❀Q])[Red(1[❀Q])=Z]6n
⇔P |= 0-n+1Zn:Red( [❀Q])[Red(1[❀Q])=Z]6n−1
: : :
: : :
: : :
⇔ P |= 0-2+1Z2:0-3+1Z3: : : : 0-n+1Zn:Red( [❀Q])[Red(1[❀Q])=Z]61
⇔P |= 0-1+1Z1:0-2+1Z2:0-3+1Z3: : : : 0-n+1Zn:Red( [❀Q])
⇔P |=Red(’[❀Q]):
(3) By de"nition we have d(0-+1Z:’′)=d(’′[0-Z:’′=Z]).
A.5. Proof of Lemma 4.8
The proof is by trans"nite induction on the depth d(’) of ’∈ CGApp. We here
only show the case where ’= []’′.
’= []’′ where  = :
Both directions are proved by an indirect argument.
‘⇒’:
Assume P |= []’′ and red(P[❀ (1; 2)]) |=Red(([]’′)[❀ (1; 2)])
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From
red(P[❀ (1; 2)]) |= Red(([]’′)[❀ (1; 2)])
we obtain
red(P[❀ (1; 2)]) |= []Red(’′[❀ (1; 2)])
by De"nitions 3.5 and 3.13.
Hence we get
∃E′ ∈ R(red(P[❀ (1; 2)]) →E′ and E′ |= Red(’′[❀ (1; 2)])) (A.1)
by De"nition 3.22. Now  = ,  =∈ "((1; 2)) due to the condition 1; 2 =∈ "(’) and
since ∈"(’). We obtain
∃P′′(P →P′′ and red(P′′[❀ (1; 2)]) = E′) (A.2)
by application of assertion (2) from Lemma 2.23. Now (A.1) and (A.2) give
red(P′′[❀ (1; 2)]) |= Red(’′[❀ (1; 2)])
whence we get
∃P′′(P →P′′ and P′′ |= ’′)
by the induction hypothesis (note that d(’′)¡d(’)), yielding the contradiction
P |= []’′:
‘⇐’:
Assume red(P[❀ (1; 2)]) |=Red(([]’′)[❀ (1; 2)]) and P |= []’′, that is,
∃E′ ∈ R(P →E′ and E′ |= ’′):
Since  =  we obtain
∃E′ ∈ R(red(P[❀ (1; 2)]) → red(E′[❀ (1; 2)]) and E′ |= ’′)
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by application of assertion (1) from Lemma 2.23. But this implies
∃E′ ∈ R(red(P[❀ (1; 2)]) → red(E′[❀ (1; 2)]) and
red(E′[❀ (1; 2)]) |= Red(’′[❀ (1; 2)]))
by the induction hypothesis (again we have d(’′)¡d(’)). Hence we, get
red(P[❀ (1; 2)]) |= []Red(’′[❀ (1; 2)])
whence the desired contradiction follows.
’= []’′:
First, we observe that
Red(([]’′)[❀ (1; 2)]) = [1][2]Red(’′[❀ (1; 2)])
follows by De"nitions 3.5 and 3.13.
We proceed as follows:
‘⇒’:
Assume P |= []’′ and red(P[❀ (1; 2)]) |=Red(([]’′)[❀ (1; 2)])
We have
red(P[❀ (1; 2)]) |=Red(([]’′)[❀ (1; 2)])
⇔ red(P[❀ (1; 2)]) |= [1][2]Red(’′[❀ (1; 2)])
(By the claim)
⇔ ∃P′; P′′ ∈ R(red(P[❀ (1; 2)]) 1→P′ and P′ 2→P′′
and P′′ |= Red(’′[❀ (1; 2)])) (A.3)
Since 1; 2 =∈ "(P) we can apply assertion (2) of Lemma 2.26 and obtain
∃P˜(P → P˜ and red(P˜[❀ (1; 2)]) = P′′) (A.4)
Taking (A.3) and (A.4) together we have red(P˜[❀ (1; 2)]) |=Red(’′[❀ (1; 2)]).
By the induction hypothesis we obtain
P˜ |= ’′ (A.5)
But (A.4) and (A.5) imply
P |= []’′:
‘⇐’:
Assume red(P[❀ (1; 2)]) |=Red(([]’′)[❀ (1; 2)]) and P |= []’′. From the
latter we obtain
∃P′ ∈ R(P →P′ and P′ |= ’′):
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By assertion (1) of Lemma 2.26 we get
∃P′′(red(P[❀ (1; 2)]) 1→P′′ 2→ red(P′[❀ (1; 2)])) (A.6)
Further P′ |=’′ implies
red(P′[❀ (1; 2)]) |= Red(’′[❀ (1; 2)]) (A.7)
by the induction hypothesis. By (A.6) and (A.7)
∃E′; E′′ ∈ R(red(P[❀ (1; 2)]) 1→ E′ 2→ E′′ and
E′′ |= Red(’′[❀ (1; 2)]))
and therefore
red(P[❀ (1; 2)]) |= Red(([]’′)[❀ (1; 2)]):
A.6. Proof of Theorem 4.11
First note that the case ’=Z cannot occur since Z is neither a guarded nor a closed
formula.
Induction base:
’= ∗, where ∗∈ {;⊥}: Trivial.
Induction hypothesis:
∀∈A ∀P∈G ∀’˜∈CGApp ∀Q˜∈R such that Q˜ is distinct, P and ’˜ are alphabet-
disjoint from Q˜ and (Q˜; ’˜) ≺d (Q;’) we have
P |= ’˜ ⇔ red(P[❀ Q˜]) |= Red(’˜[❀ Q˜]):
Induction step:
’=
∨
-∈I ’-:
We have P |=’ iG P |= ∨-∈I ’-
iG P |= ’- for some - ∈ I
(by De"nition 3.22)
iG red(P[❀ Q]) |= Red(’-[❀ Q]) for some - ∈ I:
(By the induction hypothesis). Note that the induction hypothesis is applicable since
d(’-)6 sup-∈I (d(’-))¡ sup-∈I (d(’-)) + 1=d(’).
iG red(P[❀ Q]) |= ∨
-∈I
Red(’-[❀ Q])
(by De"nition 3.22)
iG red(P[❀ Q]) |= ∨
-∈I
(Red(’-)){❀ red(Q)}
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(by De"nition 3.13)
iG red(P[❀ Q]) |=
( ∨
-∈I
Red(’-)
)
{❀ red(Q)}
(by De"nition 3.5)
iG red(P[❀ Q]) |=
(
Red
(∨
-∈I
’-
))
{❀ red(Q)}
(by De"nition 3.13)
iG red(P[❀ Q]) |= Red
((∨
-∈I
’-
))
[❀ Q])
(by De"nition 3.13)
iG red(P[❀ Q]) |= Red(’[❀ Q])
’=
∧
-∈I ’-: Similarly to the above case.
’= []’′ where  = :
Both directions are proved by an indirect argument.
‘⇒’:
In this case we exploit the condition that the formula ’ is "-disjoint from the process
term Q, that is, "(’)∩ "(Q)= ∅.
Assume P |= []’′ and red(P[❀Q]) |=Red(([]’′)[❀Q]).
From
red(P[❀ Q]) |= Red(([]’′)[❀ Q])
we obtain
red(P[❀ Q]) |= []Red(’′[❀ Q]):
Hence
∃E′ ∈ R(red(P[❀ Q]) →E′ and E′ |= Red(’′[❀ Q])) (A.8)
by De"nition 3.22. Now  =∈ "(Q) due to "-disjointness of ’ form Q and since ∈"(’).
Hence
∃P′′(P →P′′ and red(P′′[❀ Q]) = E′) (A.9)
by application of assertion (2) from Lemma 2.23. Now (A.8) and (A.9) give
red(P′′[❀ Q]) |= Red(’′[❀ Q])
whence we obtain
∃P′′(P →P′′ and P′′ |= ’′)
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by the induction hypothesis: "rst note that P′′ and ’′ are alphabet-disjoint from Q.
Further, we have that d(’′)¡d(’). It follows
P |= []’′:
‘⇐’:
Assume red(P[❀Q]) |=Red(([]’′)[❀Q]) and P |= []’′. From P |= []’′ we
obtain
∃E′ ∈ R(P →E′ and E′ |= ’′):
Since  =  by the current induction step and  =∈ "(Q) by the condition of "-disjointness
we obtain
∃E′ ∈ R(red(P[❀ Q]) → red(E′[❀ Q]) and E′ |= ’′)
by application of assertion (1) from Lemma 2.23. But this implies
∃E′ ∈ R(red(P[❀ Q]) → red(E′[❀ Q]) and
red(E′[❀ Q]) |= Red(’′[❀ Q]))
by the induction hypothesis. Hence
red(P[❀ Q]) |= []Red(’′[❀ Q])
that is,
red(P[❀ Q]) |= Red(([]’′)[❀ Q]):
’= []’′: We do the proof by a case discrimination on the structure of Q∈.
(a) Q= :
Both directions are proved by means of an indirect argument.
‘⇒’:
The condition of alphabet-disjointness of P from Q implies the condition of "-
disjointness of P from Q, that is, "(P)∩ "(Q)= ∅. The latter condition is necessary to
carry out this induction step.
Assume P |= []’′ and red(P[❀ ]) |=Red(([]’′)[❀ ]).
From
red(P[❀ ]) |= Red(([]’′)[❀ ])
we obtain
red(P[❀ ]) |= []Red(’′[❀ ]):
Hence
∃E′ ∈ R(red(P[❀ ]) →E′ and E′ |= Red(’′[❀ ])): (A.10)
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Now ∈"(Q) implies  =∈ "(P) whence
∃P′′(P →P′′ and red(P′′[❀ ]) = E′) (A.11)
by application of assertion (2) from Lemma 2.25. Now (A.10) and (A.11) give
red(P′′[❀ ]) |= Red(’′[❀ ])
whence
∃P′′(P →P′′ and P′′ |= ’′)
by the induction hypothesis, that is,
P |= []’′:
‘⇐’:
Assume red(P[❀ ]) |=Red(([]’′)[❀Q]) and P |= []’′. From P |= []’′ we
obtain
∃E′ ∈ R(P →E′ and E′ |= ’′):
Hence
∃E′ ∈ R(red(P[❀ ]) → red(E′[❀ ]) and E′ |= ’′)
by application of assertion (1) from Lemma 2.25. But this implies
∃E′ ∈ R(red(P[❀ ]) → red(E′[❀ ]) and
red(E′[❀ ]) |= Red(’′[❀ ]))
by the induction hypothesis. Hence
red(P[❀ ]) |= []Red(’′[❀ ])
that is,
red(P[❀ ]) |= Red(([]’′)[❀ ]):
Let ; 2∈VarAct be such that ; 2 =∈ alph(P)∪ "(Q)∪ "(’) and  = 2.
(b) Q=(Q1 + Q2):
Let Pˆ := red(P[❀ (+ 2)]) and ’ˆ :=Red(’[❀ (+ 2)]).
We have P |=’
⇔ Pˆ |= ’ˆ
(by Lemma 4.9)
⇔ red((red(Pˆ[2❀Q2]))[❀Q1]) |= Red((Red(’ˆ[2❀Q2]))[❀Q1])
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(By two applications of the induction hypothesis. Note that
(Qi;  ) ≺d (Q;  ′), i∈{1; 2}, for any  ;  ′∈CGLApp.
Since Q is distinct, red(Pˆ[2❀Q2]) is alphabet-disjoint from Q1
and Red(’ˆ[2❀Q2]) is "-disjoint from Q1)
red(((P[❀ (+ 2)])[2❀Q2])[❀Q1])
|= Red(((’[❀ (+ 2)])[2❀Q2])[❀Q1])
(by Remarks 2.13 and 3.14)
⇔ red(P[❀ (Q1 + Q2)]) |=Red(([]’′)[❀ (Q1 + Q2)])
(by Lemma 2.15 and 3.15)
(c) Q = (Q1;Q2):
Let Pˆ := red(P[❀ (; 2)]) and ’ˆ :=Red(’[❀ (; 2)]).
We have P |=’
⇔ Pˆ |= ’ˆ
(by Lemma 4.8)
⇔ red(red(Pˆ[2❀Q2])[❀Q1]) |=Red(Red(’ˆ[2❀Q2])[❀Q1])
(by two applications of the induction hypothesis)
⇔ red(((P[❀ (; 2)])[2❀Q2])[❀Q1])
|=Red(((’[❀ (; 2)])[2❀Q2])[❀Q1])
(by Remarks 2.13 and 3.14)
⇔ red(P[❀ (Q1;Q2)]) |=Red(([]’′)[❀ (Q1;Q2)])
(by Lemmas 2.15 and 3.15)
’= 〈〉’′:
‘⇒’: The proof of this direction proceeds in analogy to the ‘⇐’-direction of the
case ’= []’′.
‘⇐’: The proof of this direction proceeds in analogy to the ‘⇒’-direction of the
case ’= []’′.
A.7. Proof of Theorem 5.5
’= 〈〉’′ where ∈A.
Case 1: ’= 〈〉’′ where  = .
Assume P |=’. Then
∃P′ ∈ R(P →P′ ∧ P′ |= ’′):
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Obeying condition (1) of the theorem, we can immediately apply assertion (3) of
Lemma 2.23. On the other hand, condition (2) and ∈"(’) imply ∈#(P). Hence
assertion (3) of Lemma 2.23 is also applicable in this case whence we have
red(P[❀ Q])
→ red(P′[❀ Q]):
Further we have
red(P′[❀ Q]) |= Red(’′[❀ Q])
by the induction hypothesis, that is,
red(P[❀ Q]) |= 〈〉Red(’′[❀ Q])
by De"nition 3.22. We conclude
red(P[❀ Q]) |= Red((〈〉’′)[❀ Q])
by De"nitions 2.7 and 3.5.
Case 2: ’= 〈〉’′.
Case discrimination on the structure of Q∈R.
Q= .
Assume P |=’. Then
∃P′ ∈ R(P →P′ ∧ P′ |= ’′):
Obeying condition (1), we have that  =∈ #(P) since P has to be #"-disjoint from Q
and ∈"(Q). Hence
red(P[❀ Q])
→ red(P′[❀ Q])
by the application of assertion (1) of Lemma 2.25. On the other hand, condition (2)
ensures that ∈#(P) since ∈"(’). Hence, we can apply assertion (3) of Lemma 2.25
and likewise obtain
red(P[❀ Q])
→ red(P′[❀ Q]):
Further we have
red(P′[❀ Q]) |= Red(’′[❀ Q])
by the induction hypothesis, that is,
red(P[❀ Q]) |= 〈〉Red(’′[❀ Q])
by De"nition 3.22. We conclude
red(P[❀ Q]) |= Red((〈〉’′)[❀ Q])
by De"nitions 2.7 and 3.5.
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Q∈{(Q1;Q2); (Q1 + Q2); Q1[❀Q2]}. These cases are proved in analogy to the
proof of those steps in Theorems 4.13 and 4.11. Here of course, we only prove the
implication from the left hand side to the right hand side. Please note that exploiting
condition (1), the induction hypothesis is applicable since #"-disjointness of P from Q1
and Q2 and  =∈ #(P) implies that P[❀Q1] remains #"-disjoint from Q2. In contrast
to Theorem 4.13, the condition that Q is distinct is thus not necessary to carry out
these induction steps. Using condition (2), the induction hypothesis is applicable since
"(’)⊆ #(P) implies "(’[❀Q])⊆ #(P[❀Q]).
The proof of Theorem 5.5 is then carried out in analogy to the proof of Theorem
4.17 (note that we have P∈UGR iG red(P)∈UG).
A.8. Proof of Lemma 5.6
In analogy to the proof of Theorem 5.5. We only show the case where ’= []’′
and Q= : Assume red(P[❀Q]) |=Red(’[❀Q]) and P |=’. Then
∃P′ ∈ R(P →P′ ∧ P′ |= ’′):
Employing condition (1), we have that  =∈ #(P) since P is #"-disjoint from Q and
∈"(Q). Hence
red(P[❀ Q])
→ red(P′[❀ Q])
by the application of assertion (1) of Lemma 2.25. Employing condition (2) ensures
that ∈#(P) since ∈"(’). Consequently, we can apply assertion (3) of Lemma 2.25
and likewise obtain
red(P[❀ Q])
→ red(P′[❀ Q]):
Further we have
red(P′[❀ Q]) |= Red(’′[❀ Q])
by (contrapositive application of) the induction hypothesis, that is,
red(P[❀ Q]) |= []Red(’′[❀ Q])
by De"nition 3.22. We conclude
red(P[❀ Q]) |= Red(([]’′)[❀ Q])
by De"nitions 2.7 and 3.5. Contradiction.
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